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BGSU
names
interim
VP
The BC News
John Moore will officially
be announced as Interim
vice president for University Relations today by
President Sidney Ribeau.
Moore is the University's
assistant vice president for
Human Resources and will
be adding the University
relations duties, effective
Immediately, during the
absence of Philip Mason,
who is taking an indefinite
medical leave following
neck surgery on April 22.
In a statement released
today, Ribeau said Moore
will be able to help the University.
"As the academic year
draws to a close, there are
important budgetary and
staff evaluation decisions
that must be made in that
vice presidential area,"
Ribeau said.

A day with the president
Jay Young
The BC News

Working as many hours each
day as students spend in class
each week. University President
Sidney Ribeau carries a calendar
with no white space.
Ribeau arrived in his office on
the second floor of McFall Center
April 29 around 9 a.m. Thirty
minutes later he was meeting
with all of the University vice
presidents and other top administrators.
The Administrative Staff
Council meeting, which takes
place every two weeks, gives the
campus leaders a chance to discuss issues that are important to
the Institution.
Following the meeting, which
lasted all morning, Ribeau spoke
with local business owners Bob
and Ellen Thompson about relations with the outside community.
From that discussion, it is off
to another meeting in the conference room next to his office.
"I'm going off to this meeting,"
Ribeau said while walking in the
door. "I'm not sure what it is."
The president sat through a
presentation about assessment
given by a group of graduate students. Listening Intensely
through the one-hour presentation, Ribeau challenged the

artaiTHKNm

University President Sidney Ribeau works at Us desk during a Ions day last week. The president said
he works about 14 to 16 hours each day.
group at the end to tell him why
the University should change its
way of assessment.
Though the group wanted more
time, he told them he had another
meeting to attend. Ribeau said it
Is tough to hear everyones' concerns without cutting them off.
"I basically want to talk to people because I'm Interested In

what they have to say," Ribeau
said. "It's a balancing act between how much time you can
spend in each place and how important it is to maintain the
schedule."
As Ribeau left the conference
room he found two reporters
from the yearbook waiting to
interview and photograph him.

While being photographed,
Ribeau spoke of 14 to 16 hour
days and the constant pressures
of being president.
Though the reporter had a long
list of questions left, the president was hosting a reception for
retiring vice president for AcaSee RIBEAU, peg* eight

University will negotiate gender equity issues
Jay Young
The BC News

Both Internally and externally,
gender equity is something the
University will address over the
summer months and Into the fall.
On the outside, the University
is currently negotiating with the
U.S. Department of Labor about
its findings during a routine review of the institution in 1993.
The Labor Deparment cited faculty salaries and promotion and
administrative staff salaries as
problem areas In its review, according to University Attorney

Nancy Footer.
Footer said the University
worked with the Ohio Attorney
General's office to hire the Freer
and McGarry Law Firm in Washington D.C to address the legal
situation.
"It gets to a point when I need
the help of more expertise than I
have," Footer said. "We have
turned that all over to council
and asked them to bring that to a
resolution, and I expect what
they will do Is seek the guidance
of an expert."
Footer said the University will
try to come to an expedient reso-

lution with the Department of
Labor.
"We'll move as quickly as possible under the circumstances,"
Footer said. "It's driven by how
long the Department of Labor Is
willing to continue to negotiate
this matter. They have Indicated
to us that they want to continue
talking."
Charles Fink, compliance officer at the Cleveland office of the
Department of Labor, refused to
discuss his review of the University, but said the majority of
See LABOR, page nine.

Olscamp's GERG results differ
from Faculty Senate's report
year the Faculty Senate
released their report on the
status of women faculty at the
Whether there is gender University. The report conequity among University fac- cluded there Is gender ineulty when it comes to pay de- quity in salary at all ranks.
Fiona Mackinnon-Slaney,
pends on who is answering the
question..
See REPORTS, page nine.
During the 1993-94 school
Jay Young
The BG News
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ttf^GaffneyiLittle Instruction Book
■ Always put a little more than also say it's Just to watch chicks
an even dollar amount In your in tights.
gas tank, then pay for those few
■ Yield? NEVER! The other
extra cents out of the station's guy has brakes, too, you know!
•Take a penny, give a penny"
■ There is a one-in-a-million
tray. This will add up to chance that a plane will have a
thousands of dollars. Trust me.
bomb on It. There Is a one-ina-thousand-Irillion chance that
■ Never refuse dessert if there will be TWO bombs on
someone else Is paying. If they board the plane. Play It safe and
didnt want you to have any, they bring the first bomb yourself.
shouldnt have, offered in the
■ Try not to shoot yourself In
first place; get the most expensive dessert, then claim it was the foot. Police will usually believe you if you Just graze your
"okay." That'll teach 'em, eh?
non-dominant arm.
■ Take notes while falling as■ Even if you actually enjoy
ballet, don't admit it - unless you leep in class. It's fun to look at
them later and wonder what the
hell the professor was talking

There is a
one-in-a-million
chance that a plane
will have a bomb on
it. There is a
one-in-a-thousand-tri
llion chance that
there will be TWO
bombs on board the
plane. Play it safe
and bring the first
bomb yourself.

about at that time.
■ Don't tell your boss to go to
hell... to his face.
■ Never, ever, ever go on a
nationally syndicated daytime
talk show unless yo don't mind
showing millions of people what
an Idiotic piece of human trash
you (and your Neo-Nazi transvestite sheep-loving, parent-abusing
lover) are.
■ Remember a cop writing out
a ticket to some poor bastard on
the side of the road Is a cop unable to see that you're going 85
miles per hour.
■ Say "Money isn't everything" only If you are filthy rich
and already have everything you

want
■ Always pay for the engine
upgrade. Fuel economy, schmeul
economy! If you're really that
dedicated, walk your envirobutt
to work!
■ Empty the gun. Yeah, a plea
of self-defense might drag the
case out over five or six years,
but a living victim will sue you
for every penny you own, while
the state will pay for a courtappointed lawyer in your selfdefense case.

triple the tip - which is what they
■ Never honk your horn. A few were aiming for In the first place
gentle taps on the bumper are when they started flirting with
acknowledged more quickly, you. Believe me. I know. Been
with Immediate results.
there, done that.
■ Don't give your dog a cutesy
name like "Muffin" or "Happy"
■ Tired of being harassed by
or "Baby" - unless he happens to pesky, annoying clothing salebe an old, vicious Pit Bull with speople? Pretend that you're goone eye missing.
ing to drop a wad of dough, and
ask them to pick out several out■ Next time the cop says fits for you. THAT should keep
"Don't let me catch you them out of your hair long
again,"see if he really means it. enough for you to buy that pair of
Remember, a police sedan will socks on sale.
top out at 130 miles per hour,
■ Train your dog to locate and
while your Camero Z-28 will do retrieve small objects at the
ISO. 130? ISO! 130!?150.'!
beach. This is a great way to
■ Always try to pinch the meet members of the opposite
waiter/waitresses' butt. They'll sex. Or pick up a few extra
act all indignant about it, then bucks, if you or your dog are
you'll feel compelled to double or lucky.
■ When people say, "Tell me
the truth," tell them. In time,
they'll learn... they'll learn.

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF \<ft&
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■ You can either THROW the
first punch or RECEIVE the first
punch. Next time you see a fight,
take a good look at the poor bastard on the ground as he moans in
pain. Chances are, he RECEIVED
the first punch. LEARN from
others' mistakes.

■ If the Department of Trans-1
portatlon didn't want you to pass
on the shoulder, they wouldn't I
have made it twelve feet wide I
and paved, now, would they?
■ If you know the trick tol
crushing a beer can on your I
forehead, do it often at parties. [
Then laugh at the drunken people I
that severly Injure themselves in [
an attempt to be cool like you.
■ Tell the person in front of I
you in the line at the supermar-1
ket that you'll give them that I
extra $.04 If they bark like a dog. I
It's amazing what people will do I
Just so they don't have to break a |
$20.
■ Hint to minors: check-out I
clerks will hardly ever checkl
your I.D. If you've Just pulled it I
out of your shorts... if you get my |
drift.
■ Invest in a set of handcuffs. |
It's sort of like a cellular phone once you get It, you'll find tons <
uses you never even thought of.
■ Remember a loaded 38|
tucked Into the front of yo
Jeans with the butt exposed lsl
technically no longer a "con-|
cealed weapon."
■ Let sleeping dogs lie.
sides, a realwatchdog would've
let the owner know that an ln-|
trader had broken into the house
right away.
Follow these suggestions and!
discover the "good life" you hear]
everyone talking about,
credit card numbers and security
codes to dgaffne@bgnet.bgsu.edu.f
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Tell the person in
front of you in the line
at the supermarket
that you'll give them
that extra $.04 if they
bark like a dog.
lt'samazing what
people will do just so
they don't have to
break a $20.

■ Bored? Pretend you're in the
market for a new car and go teat
drive a Mustang GT. Hey, if you
went to an amusement park,
you'd only have to pay money to j
go slower for a shorter amount of
time with a lesser thrill of danger. Besides, they wouldn't say
"Built Ford Tough" unless they |
meant it, right?

|
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IVIatt Pierce hatesEB^TJtfSaftS^I
his generation
Freer, from

I usually try not to identify
personally with rock lyrics, and I
ne»er look to them for their profound wisdom (Preach to me, Eddie Vedder!).
Yet as this semester windsdown and I look at a lot of the
people around me, I cant help
but hum, if not scream, Cracker's
song "I Hate My Generation."
Every day at this University, I
encounter at least one person my
age who is so daft, petty or callous that I am sickened. I am also
made queasy when Generation X
stereotypes are proved true in
f rent of my face.

per to us. Everyone's so worried
about where they're going to fit
into society that they forgot to
see if society needs to be
changed first. (It does.)

This attitude is
frightening, in that
we are ambitious
enough to freak out
over grades and
percentages, but
don't care enough
about bettering
ourselves to attempt
to derive anything
real out of our
classes.

Apathetic? You bet
I read a fascinating article for
I my Philosophy class on the
I possibility of art as we know it
| ending.
In the following class's open
| discussion, the only questions ofi fered were "What's the format of
I the test?" and "What's the test
worth?" Nothing related to the
Hypocrite alert!
reading.
The sight of Matt Pierce at a
In IPCO last semester, I asked
my TA how I should tie in class protest or doing heavy volunteer
concepts In a paper we were as- work is rarely, if ever, seen.
(This probably makes me the
signed.
white liberal male who talks the
The woman In front of me talk but doesn't walk the walk.)
turned around and said, "Don't
I guess, like many of us, I'm
worry, it's only worth 5 percent waiting for my subconscious to
be jolted awake by some sort of
of your grade."
We dont give a damn about the call to action.
actual knowledge we're given in
our classes.
It hasn't come yet, but with
Granted, some of them are every intra-frat brawl I hear
pretty dry, but a little intellectual about, every bright person I see
patience will get you to deeper drinking away their vitality, and
concepts and past the memorize- every staight-A phony I have to
and-regurgitate mode of "educa- hear whine about how tough
tion."
they've got it (Sorry - Holden
Caulfield moment), I know I'm
This attitude is frightening, In getting closer to it.
What upsets me Is that our
that we are ambitious enough to
freak out over grades and per- generation can do something.
centages, but dont care enough There is still a lot of work to be
about bettering ourselves to at- done.
tempt to derive anything real out
of our classes.
This is an election year, and
though choosing between Dole
Our apathy is blind and selfish. and Clinton is a definite lesser of
This carries over to the way in two evils situation (Let me see.
which we deal with the world. I Stagnation or stagnation? Ilmm
1
don't mean to represent the '60s ... ), we do have the power,
:
(Hell, I wasnt there) any more beyond simply voting, to work on
than a zillion other young ideal- the myriad of societal problems
ists have, but the activism and we face.
awareness displayed 30 years
But It's got to be of our own voago puts '90s kids to shame.
lition. We have to stop blaming
The defining generational In- others, discover our own power,
fluences (Vietnam vs. the Reagan and lead ourselves onward, or we
"80s) obviously lead to different will go down in history as a truly
reactions: outrage back then, and contemptible generation.
a desire to look out for number
Mall Pierce is usually the
one today.
"Keep yourself busy doing for Wednesday columnist for The BG
yourself, and you won't have to News. Talk to me at
think about the outside world," mattp@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Thanks
the devils on our shoulders whis- to those whom I love.
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Thank you just doesn't cut it
Thank you is the least I can say
to all of the wonderful people
who have helped me along the
way this semester. It's least I can
say to those who put their heart
and soul into the place I've called
home for the past 41/2 years.
I have to start with Jay Young.
Jay you were with me all the
way, not just for all of the highs,
but the lows, too. I watched you
work, I watched you care, I
watched you help. Thank you for
everything, but most of all, thank
you for being my best friend.
Joe Pelffer, thank you for
agreeing to be the opinion editor
In the middle of the semester
when I needed you the most.
Even though you were general
manager of WFAL, a columnist, a
writer for Weekend Reality, you
were willing to give even more to
The BG News.
Joe Boyle, thanks for always
putting In that little extra.
Whether it was taking pictures,
writing the Pearson stories, or
whatever else needed, you were
always there to help.
Darla Wamock, faculty reporter extraordinaire, even
though you are an Indians fan, I
still appreciate the time you've
put into the organization.
Genell Pavelich, you are Just
the best Every once in a while,
you have those tough stories that
take a while to come through, but
they always do.
Roark Littlefleld, wow. You
have written some of the best
columns I've ever seen. You
make people think. You're one of
the best we've had here In a long
time.
Brandon Wray, can I just say,
the best meetlng-coverer
around? You can make the most
boring meeting sound fun. You've done this paper proud.
Tiffany Wendeln, not only are
you a great copy chief, but you
really care about this paper and

the staff. People like you, don't
come around real often, we're
lucky to have you.
Penny Brown, okay you are not schizophrenic, but you are hilariously funny.
Scott Brown, even though you're a Cincinnati Reds fan (and not
a New York Mets fan) you still
are a pretty cool sports guru.
Barb Miller, you are the absolute best You keep this paper
together. Without you the newsroom would cease to exist. You
have the greatest sense of
humor. I can safely say that
everyone who knows you is glad
you're here.
Ed Reed, you are the computer
genius of the century. You've always been willing to help solve
every technical problem ever
created in The BG News - God
knows there's been enough of
them.
Maureen Barry, you are improving so rapidly. You've shown
that all anyone needs to be a good
writer is a little desire to do it
Jeremy Yohe, you are the man.
Anyone who likes the Miami Dolphins can only be described as
cool.
Steve Wildman, you have the
greates laugh of anyone I've ever
heard. You bring a sparkle to the
newsroom with your crazy antics. You're awesome.
Kristin Stadum, thanks for letting me write that tractor pull
story. It was fun.
Dan Gaffney, It's because of
you that we could fill up the opinion page with letters to the editor.
Bob Dinsdale, you drew the
best cartoons The News has ever
seen. And thanks for the rebirth
of Swampy.
Aaron Weisbrod, thanks for
squeezing my hand when I wanted to smoke.
Jack Buehrer, thanks for all

those mid-morning chats.
Vlnce Guerrieri, I appreciate
your dedication, you've shown
through action that you really
care about this place.
Hideki Kobayashi you are awesome I will always remember
you sleeping on the orange
couch. Thanks for taking over as
photo editor, and thanks for always being willing to take pictures on moment's notice.
Jason Herrig, thanks for the
smile e-mail. You don't know how
much I needed It
Amy Johnson, thanks for helping me pick on Jay. The looks you
gave him were just awesome.
There are many more that I
need to thank - on the editorial,
production and advertising
staffs, unfortunately, there's
only so many Inches of space. If
your name doesn't appear here,
that doesn't mean you're not appreciated. You are. Everyone
who has worked in 210 West Hall
this semester has had an impact
on this paper and on my life.
Most importantly, thanks to all
of our readers for caring enough
to pick up The BG News. Thanks
to those who cared enough about
an Issue to write a letter to the
editor. For without you. The BG
News is nothing.
In the end, thanks just isn't
enough. We've laughed, we've
cried, we've learned. It wasn't
me who made this paper great It
was your time, your effort, your
dedication. And from the bottom
of my heart, I thank you all for
caring enough to make this semester one 111 cherish in my
heart forever.
Down Keller was the Spring
1996 editor o/ The News. She especially wants to thank every
single person who supported her
when she quit smoking. You guys
are all the best, there will never
be another staff like this one.
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MYLAR BALLC

Pick Op a Brochure &
Entry Form at Wal-Mart Today

Check Out Our Wide
Selection and Low Prices
On All Mylar Balloons and
Other Birthday Supplies

5AVE AT WAL-MART ON ALL

Party Supplies, Snacks,
Pop, ana Greeting
Cards 10% Off

B.G.S.G. NOVELTIES PRO LINE COLLEGE & fill
Check Out Our Wide
Selection Of B.G.S.U.
Novelty Items

PRO SPORTSWEAR

W

NOW AVAILABLE
Pro Lin* College & Pro Sportsw*
Choose From:

ft

Jackets, T-Shirti, Mugg TOM,
Muggs, Glass Sots, Pennants,
License Plato Framos, and
Many Collectors Items.

T-Slw1», SwMbhirtt
HahJ
and CMhir IMM

Basketball tournament starts at 8am

Tournament WFAL will be held on
April 27, 1996 in the parking lot at

WAL MART

Check Out Our Selection of the Current
Hottest CD's and Tapes
Bush

Stone Temple Pilots The Presidents of the United States

"Sixteen Stone"

"Tiny Music..Vatican
Gift Shop"

(self titled)

Alan Jackson

Oasis

"The Golden Age"

"Greatest Hits Collection"

Waiting to Exhale
Original Soundtrack

"What's the Story
Morning Glory"

Allanis Morissette
"Jagged Little Pill"

Hootie and the Blowfish Marian Carey
"Fairweather Johnson"
"Daydream"

Cracker
The Verve Pipe
"Photograph"

.Only $14.76

Natalie Merchant

Sting

"Tigerlily"

George Strait
"Clear Blue Sky"

"Mercury Falling"

CAMPUS
Monday, May 6, 1996
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Internet copyright proposal debated
Jim Barker
The BC News

A proposal under review by the
House Judiciary Subcommittee
on Courts and Intellectual Property has been condemned by consumer rights advocates and local
communications experts as "potentially devastating" to America's current informational freedoms.
The National Information Infrastructure Copyright Act was
crafted In November 1995 as an
attempt to offer authors of copyrighted works better legal
protection against copyright Infringement and violation of Intellectual property rights.
The proposals, H.R. 2441 and S.
1284, attempt to establish tighter
restrictions on private citizens'
access to copyrighted Information online and to gain finanlcal
control over public usage of the
Internet and major online services.
Current copyright law allows
the private citizen to reproduce
copyrighted works for private
use once the Item or hems have
been purchased. This "first purchase" fee relieves the buyer of
further financial obligation.
According to current copyright
law, first purchase can include
Interactions such as buying a copyrighted book or picking up an
excercise video at the local shopping mall. Once the item has been
paid for, the buyer has purchased
the right to make nondistributable copies for personal
use.
But supporters of the white
paper want to eliminate first
purchase as a copyright concept,
claiming copyrighted works
should be offered online on a payper-view basis. Even the temporary random access memory copies necessary to download and
browse Web pages, they say,
constitutes copyright infringement
Millions of Americans who
"time shift," or use their VCR's
to tape programs they are unable
to view In the original time slot In
order to view them at a later
time, also have a stake In the
process.
The Supreme Court established fair use rights in its 1984
Betamax v. Sony Corp. ruling,
which states that individuals
have the right to record copyrighted local and Cable television
programs for the purpose of time
shifting or for the purpose of
home video collecting.
If the white paper is made law,
that freedom may go the way of
the Beta videotape.
In the eyes of current copyright legislation, private use
rights are the same for both
home recording electronics and

computers, according to the
Working Group on Intellectual
Property. Downloading a copy of
someone's Baywatch Web page
and copying it for a friend is the
technical equivalent of taping
Baywatch off of a television set
and watching it at a friend's
home.
H.R. 2441 and S. 1284 derive
much of their support from
major Washington publishers,
who say developing technology
could allow them to electronically encrypt their digital copyrighted products, making access
without an access code nearly
Impossible. The codes would be
made available to Internet users
- for a fee.
According to telecommunications professor Peter Shields, a
second proposed method Involves programming electronic
"tracers" Into digital copyrighted texts so downloaded copies can be traced to user accounts. Once found, the users
may then be charged for their
copies.
Shields said he believes the Institution of per-use fees might
have a dampening effect on Internet usage.
"I download soccer scores all
the time, sometimes I'll access
the same page 20 or 25 times because the scores are always being updated," Shields said. "But
if I had to pay each time I accessed those scores, I'd only do It
once, at the end of the games."
"One thing is guaranteed - the
pattern of usage will change," he
said.
Bruce Lehman, whose Working
Group on Intellectual Property
recommended the proposed
changes In its September 1995
report to the Subcommittee, said
the proposed changes are necessary to facilitate a more equitable means of compensating authors of copyrighted works
which have gone online.
"Without enforceable laws, intellectual property owners will
be unwilling to put their works at
risk In this digital environment,"
Lehman said.
"The working group is recommending changes that will allow
owners and users of all types of
materials, from movies to software, to realize the full potential
of the Information Superhighway
as a commercial marketplace,"
he said.
In a press statement accompanying release of the Working
Group's findings report, Commerce Secretary Ron Brown said
the white paper will ensure full
and proper functioning of the Information Infrastructure.
"Unless we provide legal
protection for Intellectual property on the Nil, customers wont
be able to reap the benefits of

these new technologies," he said.
Under the white paper's new
guidelines, free viewing of copyrighted online materials would
become a luxury of the past.
Sports junkies who rely upon
Web pages to keep up with the
latest scores would find themselves tagged with a fee each
time they access their favorite
sites. Online researchers could
rack up big bills downloading and
forwarding documents vital to
their work. Supporters of the
white paper also want to make
online service providers responsible for policing user accounts
and reporting Incidences of copyright Infirngement But no one
knows how the new legislation
would affect legal liability;
whether offenders could be targeted Individually or whether online services could be sued for
harboring the offending accounts.
Journalism law professor Dennis Hale said monitoring of user
accounts by service providers
may. In some cases, constitute an
invasion of privacy. But opening
an account with an online service
could Involve giving up that right
of privacy, he said.
"If you've signed a contract
with the service, you may be giving them permission to search
your account," Hale said.
Hale said contracts promising
to use personal account information for billing purposes might
only help to avoid violations of
confidentiality.
"There is a certain precedent
there to shield individuals from
certain types of information

gathering. One of the biggest
problems night be services selling personal information to mailing companies.
"You could suddenly find
yourself inundated with junk
mail," he said.
According to an independent
report by the Digital Future Coalition, a broad-based group of
organizations concerned with
changes to digital technology
law, the most negative effect of
the Nil Copyright Act may be
seen In rural school systems,
which cant afford the costly but
vital software programs available to children in larger, more
well funded school systems.
The DFC report claims pay-per
view access fees could force
schools In the nation's poorer regions to pare down or even abandon their computer education

programs.
Digital Future Coalition president and American Library Association Legislative Counsel
Adam Elsgrau said the proposal
would stifle innovation in the
electronics industry and halt job
creation In the private sector.
"The legal regime made possible by this legislation could delay
or even prevent the emergence
of new commercially available
technology. It would crush competition in the software manufacturing Industry creating a sort of
electronic monopoly," Eisgrau
said.
So sweeping are the ramifications of the white paper, he added, they could completely repeal
an individual's right to private
use copying and home recording.
See ACT, page fix.

Ad Design, Macintosh
experience, ond
Organizational skills
int^ormor^nformatioj
GotoStudont employment

—

m

JOHN NBWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
iiii""Miimiiiimiiij|i'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Campus
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Advocate Nader to speak in BG

ACT
Continued from page five.

"If this legislation lives to be
made law. It will be like writing a
black check to the major softmizing abilities beyond the do it," Peters said. "He's going to ware manufacturers. It gives
Americans with Disabilities Act.
talk about a variety of issues like them, more or less, the right to
According to Tricia Peters, employment options."
decide whether they will let the
board member of the Northwest
Vic Gable, president of NOPC, private citizen look at their prodOhio Placement Center, Nader said Nader will talk about other uct cheaply, expensively - or not
will speak in Toledo, so they in- advocacy issues as well.
at all," he said.
vited him to speak in Bowling
The Inability to adequately re"He'll also touch on block solve white paper-related issues
Green for a nominal fee.
"He said he'd be delighted to grants and labor unions." he said. such as legal liability, Shields
said, are a strong argument for
further debate on the issue.
"Any time you have a new
technology, It creates a crisis of
control. Publishers are afraid of
new technology and what It
means to their profits. And now
technology has outstripped the
law," he said.
The Working Group report
credits major publishers for the
push toward revision of the nation's current copyright laws. It
says today's online services cut
into publishers' profits by offering copyrighted works up for
free reproduction, thus depriving authors of their rightful earnings.
And publishers carry noticeable clout on Capitol Hill. Their
estimated $50 billion annual contribution to the nation's trade

Consumer champion will address advocacy issues
Dawn Keller
The BC News

Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader will speak in Bowling
Green May 10 at the CrossRoads
Banquet Center. 1129 S. Main St.
at 12:30 p.m.
Nader will speak about maxi-

GRADUATING SENIORS...
Do your parents, family or friends need
overnight lodging on May 10
for your commencement excercises?

JP.
—f Overnight Lodging

balance makes them a group
whose interests are difficult to
Ignore.
But Congress may be ignoring
the Interests of America's 40 million dally Interent users - and
that is a fact that opponents of
the measure hope to convey to
the voting public.
Home Recording Rights Coalition Chairman Gary Shapiro said
in a digital press release that the
financial contribution of home
electronic users to the business
sector outweighs any loss of copyright profits.
"I see no reason to take away
consumers' fair use rights now,"
Shapiro said. "Consumer Interest
In home recording has been
shown to have been of enormous
benefit to all Involved."
Alternative protections for intellectual property have been
proposed which attempt to
preserve some of the nation's
current copying freedoms. The
American Committee for
Interoperable Systems, which
has given expert testimony at recent Subcommittee hearings on
the white paper, suggests its own
revisions of the Copyright Law.

Available in Offenhauer
Friday evening only. May 10.1996

ENP OIF SEME§TEE
UDENUNG II ALL TOURS
DINING HALLS
All Dining Centers will be open through 2:00 pm on Friday.
May 10, 1996

Singles and Doubles Available
$24.50 - Single

$40.00 - Double

Payment may be made by: Cash, Check, Master Card, Visa, Discover;
(You cjumoi charge to your Bursar Account) .

To make reservations, please stop by 440 Saddlemire
Student Services or call 2-2011

Towers West

SPECIALTY AREAS
Open through business Friday, May 3

Chily's Express

Open through business Friday. May 10
Special Hours: May 10,8am - 2pm

GT Express

Open through business Friday. May 10
Special Hours: May 10, 8am - 2pm

GTDeli

Open through business Tuesday. May 7

Galley

Open through business Tuesday. May 7

DownUnder

Open through business Tuesday. May 6

Founders Keepers

Open through business Tuesday. May 7

The Falcon's Nest in the University Union will be open until
1:00 pmon May 11.

BGSU Food Operations
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Graduates finding Students advised to adhere to
job search easier proper check-out procedures
when begun early
Dana Wamock
The BG News

Colleen DeBalse
College Press Service

CHICAGO - For some graduating seniors, the Job search Is
fairly painless.
Take, for instance, Chris Woolford, a senior economics major at
the University of Chicago, who
had four Job offers to choose
from this spring: one from a
small merchant bank in Chicago,
two from large investment banks
in New York and even one from
the European Parliament in
Brussels.
Woolford credits much of his
success to an early start on the
job search process. Last fall, he
got a stack of resumes together
and began sending them out to
investment banks and consulting
firms around the nation.
Then, working through UC's
career services office, he began
lining up on-campus interviews
with potential employers. By
January, he had scheduled as
many as 20 interviews a week.
"It was a very tiring process,
just going through all the thankyou letters," he said.
In the end, Woolford accepted
the job offer with the merchant
bank in Chicago and will make
about $35,000 a year when he
starts in August
For other graduating seniors,
the job search is more frustrating. Paula Simon, a nursing
major at Vlterbo College In Lacrosse, Wis., sent her resume to
hospitals in Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, Oregon and Washington.
So far, there have been no job
offers for Simon. In fact, there
have been no Interviews either until today. At long last, she has
an interview with an Albuquerque hospital.
"I kind of, like, begged for it,"
she said.
Frustrating. Tiring. Depressing. As graduation looms, these
are words many nervous seniors
are using to describe their job
search.

But the outlook for graduating
seniors - there's 1.2 million in
the class of 1996 - is optimistic.
Newer college graduates can
look forward to a friendlier job
market coupled with significant
increases in starting salaries, according to a new survey by the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers, a group that
tracks the job search process.
Overall, 53 percent of 359 career services offices surveyed
said they expect to see increased
recruiting on campuses this
spring. Recruiting, which includes the number of on-campus
employer visits, interviews and
job postings, is up compared to
last year, according to the survey.
As usual, engineering and
computer science graduates are
in high demand. However, they
are not the only ones.
"There is more interest in the
liberal-arts major," said Vernlcka Tyson, director of career
services and placement at Michigan State. "That's a hopeful
sign."

20% OFF
W/ Coupon

Any Beer
Related
Inflatable
Exp. 5/20/96

'Try to take as much out

"Normal wear and tear is not
charged," Christen said. "But
it depends on what lyre of
damage was done to thu loom."
Colvin said students should
be aware that it will be more
difficult to move out because
of the amount of time allowed.
"People have spent nine
months bringing stuff here,"
Colvin said. "Now you have to
get everything moved out."

http://www.answBrfactDry.com
Apple and 486/Pentmm computer • iech Support. Povierbook Rentals • Sohware

IDS S Mam
Daftnlown

Food Court
Dining Facility
v x \i/ -Opening Fall 1996-

Positions Needed: Line Servers, Student Cooks,
Pizza, Wok, & Grill Cooks, Bakery Assistants, General
Workers, Office Help, Supervisors, & Cashiers
BE SUN SAFE
USE
SUNSCREEN!

Work outdoors w/other students.
No experience necessary. Will train.
Eam $6-9.00/1^ ff_
cainodayt

"If there are damages In the
room the student will be billed
for those damages," Colvin
said. "They need to make sure
they are being responsible."
Pat Christen, the resident hall
desk clerk for Dunbar and
Chapman Halls, said the more
a student can do before move
out day, the easier it will be to
check out and find damages.

now," Christen said. "They can
start boxing things up to make
sure they have all of their stuff
in order."
She said damages are assessed by RA's and reviewed
again by resident staff after
students have vacated the
building. Students will be made
aware of any fees charged to
them over the summer.

-38ESundial
St |\N

Statute* p*&* f

1-800-879-2656

A number of procedures
must be followed by students
as residence halls close at the
end of spring semester, according to Wayne Colvin, associate director of student housing and residence programs.
Colvin said students should
follow the Instructions of personnel in their hall in order to
check out properly.
"They should have attended
their floor meeting," Colvin
said. "The more they can do to
facilitate getting everything
moved out will be helpful." According to Jason Maiher, Kohl
Hall resident adviser, students
should be aware of the Individual processes of their halls.
"Students should really
check with their RA for specific details pertaining to their

certain halls," Maiher said.
Colvin said each resident
must check out of their room
24 hours after their final exam.
The staff of the halls will assist
residents In check out procedures by assuring that students
are adequately prepared to
leave. Resident advisers will
Inspect student rooms for any
damages that may have
occured throughout the year.

l^nrversity

PHftiintere

http://www.univpaint.com

Starting Wages: $4.35
Retention increase available each semester ^Sg*
For more information contact Alex at N\,
»/▼
372-2475 or stop by Harshman ^
Dining Center
<\^
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See Greg Brokaw (1995 BGSU Graduate)

atTHAYER®TOYOTA
1225 N. MAIN ST. 353-5751
HE WANTS TO HELP YOU GET A NEW CAR

16 years
and 3,200
hours
couped
up in a
they
*•
finally le
you out
and giv
you a
cool hat
package for just $29.951
$34.95 value - J29 95 Professional Resume Package includes
one page typeset and provided to you on disk, 25 copies on
fine stationery. 25 matching blank sheets (for cover letters),
and 25 #10 envelopes. Offer is limited to one coupon per
customer. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase
and is not valid with other offers.Vakd at Kinko's location
listed below. Coupon void where prohibited by law. No cash
value Offer expires May 31.1996.
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Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not
valid with other offers Valid at Kinko's location listed

T
Open 7 days a week.

i
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on computer rental time

below. Coupon void where prohibited by law. No cash
value. Offer expires May 31.1996.
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time Offer is limited to one coupon per customer.

With the dinner over, the day
has been completed around 7:30
p.m. One year into the Job Ribeau
said he has gotten used to the
challenges of being University
president.
"I think I have a good sense of
the issues, because they're not
real different than the issues facing higher education In general,"
Ribeau said. "You have to be persistent. You have to have real
thick skin and be very, very focused. In the midst of all these
things, there's a fire over here
and a tragedy over there that you
have to deal with In your spare
time."

mm *** m

. ^

Bring this offer into the Kinko's listed and save $2 per
hour on m-store Macintosh" or IBM* computer renal

but not necessarily a requirement of the Job.
"That's one of the challenges:
how do you balance what's really
Important to you with the expectations others have of you?"
Ribeau asked. "All the time I
spend with students doesnt turn
into any real capital. That's not
going to save my Job, but that's
something important for me to
do."

j

■ _i _

kinko's
115 Railroad Street 354-3977
BGSU

demic Affairs Eloise Clark.
Minutes later he was across the
hall honoring Clark for over a
decade of service. Ribeau spent
about an hour talking with members of the University community, and then snuck out at 5:10 to
attend a S p.m. dinner.
While walking out of the building the president was approached by a woman with a complaint. He patiently listened to
the woman's concerns while trying to be reasonably late for the
dinner. He said complaints are
nothing new to him.
"If you spent several days with
me you'd see most of my days are
full of people describing problems to me."
Finally, Ribeau arrived at the
St. Thomas More church for a
dinner with students concerned
about diversity on campus.
Ribeau listened to the students'
concerns about the lack of acceptance on campus.
The president called his time
with students Important to him,

■

per hour

resume

Continued from page one.
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save $2
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LABOR
Continued from page on*.

cases are solved by negotiating.
"I would say most of our cases
are solved In conciliation." Fink
said. "We try and be flexible.
There is not a clock running
when we negotiate. We try and
work with the company or contractor we're negotiating with."
Fiona Mackinnon-Slaney, Faculty Senate chairwoman, said she
is aware of the current negotiations, but has never been shown
the department's review.
"We have not seen that. You
would think it would be public
knowledge," Mackinnon-Slaney
said. "We were Interested. We
wanted to see the report to see if
some solutions were suggested."
Mackinnon-Slaney said she requested the report from the ad-

ministration In mid-February.
"We're looking for someone by putting a new administrative
She said the Gender Equity Reso- else to look at the two studies. I team in place.
"Until [President Ribeau] finds
lution Committee was denied the don't envision anything else hapreport by Lester Barber, execu- pening other than having some- a way to lay out the Issues on the
tive assistant to the president.
body else look at those studies," table to problem solve - to reBarber said the report has not Ribeau said. "It's a battle of solve - hell always be pulled
been given to the faculty because methodologies right now. I'd like back to the past The prior adthe matter la still being re- to set that aside. I'd like to find ministration will haunt Dr.
viewed.
some way to getting to whether Ribeau until these issues are re"That would have the effect of there la Inequity or not"
solved," Mackinnon-Slaney said.
Mackinnon-Slaney said it Is
making It public. It would then no
She said an Important addition
longer be a case of the University negligent of the administration to will be Charles Middleton as the
negotiating with the representa- believe there Is equal pay, be- new vice president for Academic
tives from the Department of cause it Is a problem across the Affairs.
Middleton, who will take over
Labor. It would become a public country.
"This Is really a national Is- this summer, said he wants to
debate," Barber said. "In order
to have a reasonable chance of sue," Mackinnon-Slaney said. look into the possibilities of opensucceeding In these negotiations "When they say there Is no prob- ing a women's center at the Uniwe need to maintain a reasonable lem, give me a break. Are we the versity. He said they currently
only Institution In the country have such a center at the Univeramount of confidentiality."
sity of Colorado in Boulder,
Internally, President Sidney without this problem?"
Mackinnon-Slaney said ad- where he Is dean of the College of
Ribeau said there will not be andressing the problem will start Arts and Sciences.
other study on gender equity.

"What I heard from several
women faculty members at
Bowling Green was that they had to do the academic thing and they
had to do all this other nonacademic stuff," Middleton said.
"One of the things that other Universities have done with success, that I thought would be
worthwhile visiting in the Bowling Green context, would be to
differ these issues from the
womens studies program and
open a women's center."
He said such a center in
Colorado has been successful in
addressing many of the concerns
women have.
"It has actually done a great
job of taking off a lot or the
stress from the faculty at the
women's studies program,"
Middleton said.

REPORTS
Continued from page one

Faculty Senate Chairwoman,
said the committee started
with an open mind and no preconceived conclusion.
'It was a good-faith attempt," Mackinnon-Slaney
said. "We, the committee, had
no Idea what we would find
and had no idea that it would
be as bad as it is."
The seven faculty committee members found that in
1993 men were almost four
times as likely as women to be
full professors. In 1971 men
were only twice as likely as
women to hold that same rank,
according to the report.
Then-President Paul OIscamp resonded to the study by
having a study of his own conducted. Olscamp assigned six
employees the task of looking
at the issue. The Gender
Equity Reasearch Group did
not find the same results.
"Overall, GERG concluded
that there Is no evidence to
support an allegation of systematic gender discrimination
in faculty salaries at BGSU,"
the summary of the report
states.
Mackinnon-Slaney said she
doesn't necessarily disagree
with the GERG study because
it didn't directly address the
issue
"You need to put the emphasis on systematic, because
systematic kind of means
planned or intentional," she
said. "I don't necessarily think
it's systematic and that is what
the charge was for. I think the
charge on the Faculty Senate
committee report ultimately
was to do what is right."
William Balzer, a GERG
member and Psychology Department chairman, said their
study would have discovered
any Inequity If it existed.
"Systematic means systemwide. Whether It is intentional
or unintentional, if you study

it system-wide, it will be evident in the analysis," Balzer
said. "The major disagreement between our study
and their study is we chose to
Include faculty rank In our
study. We felt very strongly
that full professors In general
will make more money than
associate professors, who will
make more money than assistant professors."
University President Sidney
Ribeau said rank Is an important factor when making a
judgement on equity pay.
"It seems pretty clear that If
you look at the data and you
look at rank you get one set of
conclusions, and If you dont
look at rank you get another
set of conclusions," Ribeau
said. "Rank Is important because usually people who have

been here longer have a
higher rank, and people of
higher rank make more
money.
"There was a time when our
University wasn't hiring a tot
of women, most universities
weren't hiring a lot of women,
because there weren't a lot of
women with Ph.Dj. Therefore, they haven't been in the
system long. So therefore,
rank is an important variable
in the whole equation."
Mackinnon-Slaney said rank
cannot be relied on as a study
sample.
"When you look at rank, the
issues are all mixed up
together," Mackinnon-Slaney
said. "To go up the ladder, it's
messed up with gender. Gender has an effect, so you cant
use rank as any kind of helpful

great scores.
great skills...
Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation materials
available, including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials
and a training library.

indicator."
Mackinnon-Slaney said the
GERG group was given the
answer to their study by Olscamp before any research was
conducted.
"As scon as the results became known with the publication of the data the prior
administration created an adversarial climate that was designed to quash the reality of
what was found in this data,"
Mackinnon-Slaney said. "I
think that these people were
doing what they thought best
I don't know that they under-

stood what the climate was in
which they were operating."
Balzer said Olscamp had absolutely no Input on the results
"We never had any contact
with President Olscamp. He
never told us what he
thought,"Balzer said. "I find It
personally insulting to think
that I'm going to be on a committee, and I'm going to write
what someone said I should
write. If that would have been
the case, I would have resigned from the committee as would have my colleagues."
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For The Unique You

Kaplan helps you locus your
MCAT studies and build your
conlidencc. so you can gel
a higher score

Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST

get a higher score

KAPLAN

518
C419) 353-SHED
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Toledo vets fight for cats Shell experiments
The Associated Press

TOLEDO - Rose Chio had nowhere to rum when she found a
stray cat with an injured leg on
her property in March.
When she called the Toledo
Humane Society, she found out it
had shut down Its animal rescue
service in January because of a
lack of money.
She tried other organizations,
but had no luck.
Then she ran out of time. The
cat who had been limping around
her property for a week was hit
by a car and killed.
"I didn't know where to turn,"
said Mrs. Chio, a cat lover.
"What can we do with all these
poor little animals running
around hurt? Who do you call?"
The number of stray cats in the
area has increased since the city
ended a pilot stray cat pickup
program in 1994. The program
was ended to save money.

The end of the program also
has meant an increase in the
number of injured cats. Police,
veterinarians and private animal
agencies have been bombarded
with distress calls from people
asking for help. But the agencies
don't know what to do.
A group of area veterinarians
is working on a plan to make the
city responsible for picking up
stray cats - much the way the
Lucas County Dog Warden is responsible for picking up stray
dogs.
The city In January appointed a
committee to look at the problem.
The committee is expected to
submit recommendations next
month to City Council.
A sticking point, however, may
be how much the city will pay to
rescue the injured strays.
The city has received three
bids from animal control agencies, including the Humane Society, which would charge up to

€

$266,000 a year to pick up stray
cats and provide medical and
adoption services.
But some city leaders are balking at the cost.
"Am I better off picking up 100
Injured cats or hiring two patrolmen?" Finance Director Russ
Martin said Friday. "That's the
decision. How much are we going
to spend to pick up a cat? Where
is the priority?"
The dog warden responds to
reports of injured dogs, but, like
most dog wardens in the state,
doesn't handle injured felines.
Dog Warden Thomas Skeleton
said he does not have the manpower or time to handle cats.
The Humane Society last year
rescued 400 injured cats and kittens.
Officials at the nonprofit SaveA-Pet said reports of injured cats
and kittens have soared in recent
years. Two years ago, the agency
received about two calls a week;

OROBAR

135 S. Byrne, Toledo

James Hannah
The Associated Press

DAYTON - Evan Luse spotted the gasoline pumps after
stopping for a bite to eat at
McDonald's. He whipped his
car over, inserted a credit
card, filled it up and drove
away.
What Luse didn't know was
that he had just bought gas at
an experimental, attendantless filling station operated by
the Shell Oil Co., one of only
two in the nation.
Luse, 39, of Ft. Thomas, Ky.,
said later he liked the idea of
no waiting.
"A lot of time you get hung
up In the gas stations with
people buying their groceries," he said Wednesday.
The tiny station - which includes two pumps, lights, a
sign and nothing else - was in-

stalled last month next to
McDonald's. Shell pays rent to
the restaurant for use of the
property.
Tom Gravlln, manager of
Shell's Ohio retail district,
said motorists can stop for
something to eat and then pull
up to the pumps and get a
quick fill-up without having to
walk up to a service counter to
pay an attendant. The first
Shell Express opened several
months ago in Houston.
"It offers convenience,"
Gravlin said.
Shell spokesman Gary Ragusa said that not only are the
stations timesavers, they only
take up a small area and could
be installed in parking lots
much like automated bank teller machines.
"We see It as an amenity to
See STATION, page twelve
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MflV MflDNCSS
5/9-11 VELVET JONES
* WIOT PREGNANT BIKINI CONTEST
5/16 - BEEFCARVERS & UNCLE'S SANDWICH
5/17 - UNCLE'S SANDWICH WITH ANNA'S MOM
5/18 - BEFF CARVERS
5/23 - 25 - CONNECTICUT YANKEE
5/28 - TUESDAY - JASON BONHAM
5/30 - THURSDAY - STATE OF GREEN, LOVE ZOMBIES
5/31 - BIG GAME AND LIQUOR BOX
THURSDAYS'
LADIES NIGHT
COLLEGE ID
FREE

with attendant-less
filling station

104 S. MAIN

353-0988

FINALS UJCCK
CVCNTS

FOLK NIGHT
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JAZZ NIGHT

LOOK FOR
NEW DRAFT
SPECIALS

PARTY HEARTY-GIVEAWAYS
OPEN EVERY THURSDAY - SUNDAY
EVERY SUNDAY FEATURING CREEPEASY
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Lawmaker
says profs
need to
speak up

Remembered!

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND -- State university professors must speak up on
behalf of higher education in
Ohio, a state lawmaker told a new
organization representing the
leadership of state university
faculty senates.
"We have no good ideas," state
Rep. Patrick Sweeney, D-Cleveland, told the Ohio Faculty Council on Friday.
"The Legislature just reacts.
You have a strong obligation to
get in our faces. Let us know [the
impact of policies on the campuses]. We don't know. That is
why higher education is getting
hurt," he said.
Claire Van Ummersen, president of Cleveland State University, said there has been a change
in attitudes toward higher education in Congress and predicted
sharp cuts to research grants in
the next five years.
William Napier, vice chancellor of the Ohio Board or Regents,
said regents hope to award about
5 percent of future state subsidies on a performance basis by
evaluating how the universities
are meeting regent expectations.
Napier said the top priority is
keeping tuition from increasing.
Sweeney and Napier agreed
that faculty members must use
their new organization to get
more involved.

Judge rules
in favor of
Playboy

Jcrr Cliddcn/Thc Allocated Prctl

Kent State University students and local residents attending the
26th annual commemoration of the shootings at Kent State May

Death-row inmates end hunger strike
The Associated Press

MANSFIELD, Ohio - Five
death-row inmates convicted in
the fatal riot at the Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility have ended
a 10-day hunger strike by eating
canned ravioli.
The inmates - Carlos Sanders,
James Were, Jason Robb, George
Skatzes and Keith Lamar - ended
the fast on Thursday.
"They gave absolutely no
reason. They just decided to accept the evening meal last night,"
Joe Andrews, spokesman for the

|

Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, told The
Columbus Dispatch on Friday.
Andrews said there was no negotiation on the demands of the
prisoners. He said none of the
five inmates, who accepted only
liquids during the strike, suffered any serious health problems.
Investigators said Sanders, a
Muslim, led the April 1993 riot at
the prison near Lucasville in retaliation for not getting his way
over religious Issues. Nine inmates and guard Robert Vallan-

Summer employment

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - A federal
judge has ruled that the Hamilton County prosecutor acted improperly by telling a bookstore to
keep Playboy and other sexually
oriented magazines out of view
of minors.
U.S. District Judge Herman
Weber ruled Thursday that Prosecutor Joseph Deters must pay
the costs of Playboy and 12 other
companies that sued him last
year.
Deters sent a letter to a Barnes
6 Noble bookstore last year saying it must keep six publications
out of view of minors. Playboy
and others sued, saying their
See PIAYBOY, page thirteen.

4,1970, pass by the university entrance gate during the annual
candlelight vigil.

a

dingham died during the 11-day
siege.
Sanders, Were and Robb were
sentenced to die for Vallandingham's murder.
Skatzes, also convicted in Vallandingham's death and sentenced to life In prison, received
the death penalty for the murders of two inmates.

Lamar was sentenced to die for
the aggravated murdersIn a letter obtained Wednesday
by The Associated Press, Skatzes
said the hunger strike was to
protest unfair treatment.
He said he is being held in isolation and that any punishment
beyond his death sentence constitutes double jeopardy.

Snack Bar
-Opening Fall 1996-

* Shadows^

Home City Ice Company

Now Hiring for these positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan
Coll Today for Complete Derails!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

Now Hiring For All Positions
Starting Wages: $4.35
Retention increase available each semester
For more information contact Alex
at 372-2475 or stop by Harshman
Dining Genter
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FCC finalizes plan for new stations
But I think getting the stuff you
want could be a problem." Okebugwu, for Instance, loves a local
radio station that plays only CaWASHINGTON - Americans
lypso music.
soon may be able to drive coast to
James Cotton, a Federal Excoast and listen to the same radio
press truck driver, said he
station for the whole trip.
After four years of work, the thought people would "lose
Federal Communications Com- something" by tuning Into a
mission Is finalizing a plan that national radio station.
"I don't think you can get away
would create a new breed of
radio stations that could be heard with a totally national service,"
he said. "How do you know that
anywhere in the country.
If approved by the FCC, the the Woodrow Wilson bridge was
stations - at least three years closed?"
John Aglm, a real estate agent
away - would be transmitted
nationally by satellite and would who spends a lot of time In his
use digital technology, which car. was blunt: "Forget it Why
would provide listeners with should I pay when I can get
[broadcast radio] for free?"
CD-quality audio.
The proposed service - known
The new stations are likely to
be offered for a charge and will as digital audio radio - will tarbe marketed mainly to people get national or regional markets
who spend a lot of time in their and is not likely to divert enough
listeners to Jeopardize convencars.
"I dont mind paying for it," tional local broadcast stations,
said Isaac Okebugwu, a Washing- the FCC has said.
But the National Association of
ton cab driver. "It's like cable or
the movie theater - you pay If Broadcasters has been battling
you like what they are playing. the plan for years. "We believe it
Jeannlne Avtrca
The Associated Press

is a significant threat to local as expected on the FCC's meeting
radio service," said spokesman agenda released Thursday evening, lawyers involved in the plan
WaltWurfeL
Under proposals filed to the said.
"We're looking forward to the
FCC, people could receive a
package of channels, including, commission resolving this
for example, weather, sports or quickly," said Tonl Cook Bush,
opera The satellite radio service attorney for Digital Satellite
also can transmit data, such as Broadcasting Corp., one of the
companies that wants to provide
stock quotes to car receivers.
People would have to buy a the new service.
Regulators are trying to respecial radio and tiny discshaped antenna. Ideally, a single solve Interference problems that
radio would receive both the new the proposed service would have
service and local broadcast sig- on some Canadian communications systems. The problems
nals.
The broadcast industry is turned out to be worse than origplanning to switch to digital inally thought, lawyers said Fritechnology so local stations day. Still, the lawyers were conwould have CD-quality sound. fident the problems would be reOnce the switch Is made, people solved by next week.
The FCC's plan would set aside
would need to buy new digital
radios. Proponents of the new a portion of the airwaves - 25
radio service say they want to megahertz - that would be
work with broadcasters and evenly divided among two FCC
radio makers on creating a single licenses, the lawyers said. Four
companies have filed applicaradio.
The FCC wants to finalize the tions to the FCC to provide the
plan at a meeting on May 9, even service.
Only CD Radio will get a IIthough the Item was not included

STATION
.
Continued from page ten.

Motorists who use the station
lnjert credu cards ^^

can

fast-food restaurants, retail cards or cash into the machinery,
shopping centers and malls." Ra- 9"*°* their ««*>Une and then
gusasaid
drive away. If they have ques-

tions or problems, they can push
a button and talk to an attendant,
who Is at a filling station a few
miles away, Gravlin said.
"We've got two video cameras
that are constantly monitoring
the unit," he said.
In case of fire, the pumps automatically shut down and fire
extinguishers discharge. In addition, the station features break-

away nozzles to prevent damage
to the pumps.
Gravlin said the new stations
are not designed to replace existing ones and that prices are about
the same as those at other Shell
stations. He said self-service
pumps at regular filling stations
have become more popular and
that this is just the next step.
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ummer work
At Manpower. This summer, stay in town and
earn great pay. Because we offer flexible
hours, you'll still have time for play, too.
Manpower offers:
• Flexible Hours
• Paid Vacations/Holidays
• Fill Computer Training
• Real-life Work Experience
Make your summer plans now. Call Manpower.

O MANPOWER

"I don't mind paying
for it."
Isaac Okebugwu
Washington cab driver
cense at a substantial discount
under the FCC's "pioneer's preference" program. The program
rewards companies for pioneering new communications technologies. CD Radio has invested
about $20 million in developing
the new service, said attorney
Dick Wiley.
The other three companies
American Mobile Satellite Corp.
in Reston, Va., Digital Satellite
Broadcasting in Seattle and Primosphere in New York would
have to compete against each
other for the second license at a
government auction.
CD Radio, for instance, plans to
offer 30 commercial-free channels for between $S and $10 a
month, Wiley said.

Buchanan
discusses
abortion
platform
Nancy Armour
The Associated Press

MUNSTER, Ind. - The
Republican Party is heading for a new battle over
keeping a strong antiabortion plank in its platform, Pat Buchanan said
today. "If it is fought, we
expect to go to the convention and win that battle," he
vowed.
Buchanan said GOP
presidential candidate Bob
Dole could head off any attempt "to have the right-tolife plank torn out of the
Republican platform. ... I
simply would like to see
him to come out and say,
'look, there's no reason to
change that platform.'"
"I think the other side
will make an effort" to
weaken the plank at this
summer's convention in
San Diego, Buchanan said
on Fox TV.
'1 thought that battle was
completely won ... but apparently it is going to be
See ■UCHANAN, page thirteen.
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Clinton announces four-step
welfare plan for teen mothers
Lawrence L. Knutson
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton directed the states on
Saturday to keep teen-age mothers who apply for welfare in their
homes, in school and on track for
a job.
The president announced a
four-step plan he said would help
end the cycle of welfare dependence for teen mothers.
Clinton also renewed his call
for the Republican-controlled
Congress to pass a welfare reform bill tailored to his specifications, Including money for child
care to permit parents to take
Jobs.
"If Congress sends me a welfare reform bill that is tough on
work Instead of tough on children
and weak on work, I will proudly
sign it," Clinton said In his weekly radio address.
But Republican governors and
the House Republican Conference Immediately attacked Clinton's overall welfare proposals,
saying they keep the system in

the hands of federal bureaucrats
and sustain welfare as a way of
life for millions.
Clinton said: "We have to make
it clear that a baby doesnt give
you the right, and won't give you
the money, to leave home and
drop out of school."
"Today we are moving to make
responsibility a way of life, not
an option," the president said as
he announced these steps directed at the states:
■ Require teen-age mothers to
stay in school as a condition for
receiving welfare. Twenty six of
the SO states already have sueh a
requirement. '"We're going to
audit the progress of every state
and make the results public" the
president said.
■ Challenge all SO states to
exercise their option to require
teen-age mothers to live at home,
a step now taken by only 21
states. "There should be no Incentive to leave home for a bigger welfare check," Clinton said.
■ Authorize states to pay bonuses to teen-age mothers who go
to school and complete high

The contracts require the teens
to pledge to live at home, work
toward finishing high school, attend parenting classes and establish the paternity of their
children in order to help obtain
child support. The contract
states that benefits may be reduced for noncompliance.

"Bay" Buchanan, planned a news
conference in Washington today
to pledge that her brother would
vigorously fight this group,
which includes Republican Govs.
Pete Wilson of California, Christie Whitman of New Jersey,
George Pataki of New York, William Weld of Massachusetts and
- the latest to speak up, John
Rowland of Connecticut
In Indiana Thursday, Buchanan disputed the Idea that
Republicans need to take a softer
position on abortion to win swing
voters.

"When we get to San Diego we
can say this is what 3 million
people believe ... you've got to
stand up for their beliefs, you've
got to recognize their concerns
and you've got to address them,"
he told the Eagle Forum luncheon.
"If you walk away from them,
they'll walk away from you," he
said.
Though Bay Buchanan has said
her brother would consider a
third-party bid, Buchanan has
downplayed that possibility
Thursday.

school and to cut back the welfare checks of those who dont.
■ Require teen-age mothers
who have dropped out of the education system and are receiving
welfare to go back to school and
sign contracts spelling out "exactly how they're going to take responsibility for their own lives."

The president said his administration has already slashed red
tape to permit 37 states to "take
steps to fix our broken welfare
system" and asserted that welfare and food stamp rolls are
down as a result, that teen pregnancy rates have dropped and
that more welfare recipients are
working.

BUCHANAN
Continued from page twelv^.

fought again. And if it is fought,
we expect to go to the convention
and win that battle as we had before," he said.
Buchanan said while antiabortion issue is shaping up as
one of the biggest at the convention, "there are lot of issues we're going to do battle with."
"Our party has got to start addressing the concerns of working
class Americans - wages are going down, median income is going down," Buchanan said. He intends to keep campaigning because "the convention is about
more than the nominee. It's about
what the Republican Party
stands for. It's a great battle over
where It's going...."
Buchanan spoke In Washington
after returning from Munster,
where he told a cheering crowd
of 400: "We're only asking what
we've done for the last four
national elections, three of which
we've won by landslides,"
Dole's choice to lead the convention platform committee, Illinois Rep. Henry Hyde, said this
week he has no intention of retreating on the anti-abortion
plank.
Buchanan commended Hyde's
comments, but he and top campaign aides are worried about
more moderate Dole loyalists
who have promised to fight to
remove the abortion plank from
the platform.
Buchanan's suiter, Angela
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An Ohio fireman practices to prepare for a fire.

PLAYBOY
settings. The law Is unclear about
which materials are subject to
regulation.
.
First Amendment rights were
Weber did not address the law,
violated.
saying state courts must review
"The letter is fatally vague in it.
that it provides no Indication
Thomas Heekin Jr., a Cincinwhatsoever of why the listed materials might be considered nati lawyer representing Playharmful to juveniles," Weber boy, praised the judge's ruling,
but was disappointed that he did
ruled.
The lawsuit also challenged a not overturn the state law.
'This places [Deters] in the
state law regulating what minors
can see and read in commercial unenviable position."
Continued from page eleven.
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Bob Dole has one
favorite phrase:
whatever
Mike Felnsllber
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Whatever
else you know about Bob Dole,
listen to him for a while and
you'll hear him say "whatever."
Whenever.
It's a verbal tic, like the teenager's "you know." linguists call
It a "filler" or a "hedge."
Here's Dole talking at various
times and places:
■ At a rally in Jacksonville,
Fla., as supporters chanted his
name: "Thank you, I accept the
nomination, whatever it is."
■ At a rally in Houston: "President Clinton says, 'I share your
pain.' I can say, T feel your pain'
or whatever."
■ In a Washington speech to
the National Association of Realtors, acknowledging applause: "I
accept your nomination, and
whatever."
■ In the same speech, talking
about the tax code: "It can also
encourage home ownership, encourage contributions to charities, whatever."
■ Talking with reporters in
New York City about selecting a
running mate: "I'm going to wait
until I'm the nominee before I
start making judgments on running mates or whatever."
■ Describing an enthusiastic
rally In Miami's "Little Havana"
district: "They were all shouting,
•Viva, Viva Bob Dole, viva, viva,
whatever.'"
■ And just Friday, testifying
on why he thinks the gasoline tax
should be reduced: "It puts additional burdens on drivers, consumers, buses, railroads,
whatever."
You get the picture.
Dole may have been talking
this way for years; his speech
patterns, like everything else,
are coming under scrutiny now
that he Is now on the cusp of a
presidential nomination.

Floating down
HHMLal

Any deep meaning here, or is it
just a habit?
Donald Molne sees deep meaning. He is a psychologist in Palos
Verdes, Calif., who consults with
Fortune 500 companies on their
communications problems and
wrote "Modern Persuasion
Strategies."
"The problem is that it contributes to the perception that
Dole Is old and tired and that he
lacks mental energy," Molne
said. "It is also a sign of verbal
laziness."
"It's sad, because I think Dole
Is a very honorable person who
has much to offer. But people
frequently reject ideas because
of their packaging. We have to
clothe our ideas in the proper
words."
Another expert in communications, Linda Carll, who teaches
psychology at Wellesley College
in Massachusetts, said research
"suggests that people who hedge
a great deal are perceived as less
authoritative and competent,"
but she also sees an upside to
Dole's habit.
"It has the advantage of softening a statement, particularly
when you're making controversial statements that you might
want to seem less extreme."
"It's colloquial," she said, and
that's good. "People find an informal style less threatening."
Dole isn't the only public figure with a speaking peculiarity.
President Clinton salts his
speeches with homespunlsms u "a load of hooey" or "this is a
really big deal."
Ronald Reagan began sentences with a drawn-out, "Welll..."
George Bush committed coldblooded murder on syntax. He
once delivered his message exactly as it was given him, reading
from his cue card: "Message: I
care."

,
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People came from all over the world to participate In the annual Parachute a thorn

Campaign leader says House GOP will hurt Dole
Marc Humbert
The Associated Press

ALBANY. N.Y. - Sen. Alfonse
D'Amato, a leader of Bob Dole's
presidential campaign, says
"we're going to be hurt" if
Speaker Newt Gingrich and his
House Republicans don't moderate their message.
"It's already hurt Republicans.
It's not helpful." D'Amato.

R-N.Y., co-chairman of Dole's
national campaign steering
committee, said Thursday.
"I think the House Republican
agenda as put forth in the last
session was one that sent the
wrong message," D'Amato added. "If they repeat the same mistakes, we're going to be hurt.... If
we don't have a message that
people ■ feel comfortable with.

[Dole] Is going to have a tough
time."
Gingrich spokesman Tony
Blankley told the New York
Dally News that D'Amato's
comments "obviously reflect the
liberal views of his constituents.
He fundamentally misread the
elections and the issues ... misread the politics of this one."
There was no Immediate comment from the Dole campaign, ■

D'Amato, who said he believes
Gingrich is "totally committed"
to Dole's election, maintained the
speaker and fellow House Republicans had misread their election
victories In 1994 and subsequently pressed an agenda that has
backfired on the GOP.
"They voted for evolution, not
revolution," D'Amato said of the
1994 electorate.
"Newt Gingrich is very smart.

very capable, but I think he misread the "94 election results,"
D'Amato added.
He said Gingrich's legislative
agenda and attempts to cut federal spending have left many
Americans viewing Republicans
as anti-environment and antieducation.
"I hope they've learned. Hope
springs eternal," D'Amato said.
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Motorists driving
faster because of
new speed
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Bryan McDonald, of Southern Outdoor Advertising In Joplln, Mo., gets eyeballed by a face he wu installing on a billboard.

WASHINGTON -Surprise!
Motorists in states that raised
their speed limits are driving
faster.
That's the word from the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety, which studied speeds in
Houston, Texas and Riverside,
Calif.
Texas and California were
among the states that raised their
speed limits after the national
limit was dropped in January.
Texas went from 55 mph to 70
mph while California raised its
limit from 55 mph to 65 mph.
Using photo and radar technology, researchers monitored
speeds in urban interstates in the
two communities just before and
after the limits were increased,
the Arlington, Va.-based institute
reported.

In addition to the expected increase in the average travel
speed on the roads, the researchers found what the institute
called a substantial increase in
the percentage of cars exceeding
70 mph.
In Houston, before the limit
was raised, 19 percent of drivers
on I-10 were topping 70, and the
share was 12 percent on Route 59
and 14 percent each on Route 288
and Route 90. After the limit was
raised, the share topping 70
jumped to 29 percent on 1-10, 27
percent on Route 59, 40 percent
on Route 90 and 48 percent on
Route 288.
In Riverside, before the limit
was increased, 23 percent were
driving over 70 mph on Route
60M. After the limit was
raised the share of drivers topping 70 climbed to 28 percent.

Dole focuses on cutting taxes, balancing budget
Job* King
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Hoping to
end the Republican Party's
spring doldrums, presidential
hopeful Bob Dole is focusing on
cutting taxes, balancing the budget and drawing sharper distinctions with President Clinton. But
some of his closest political allies
are getting In the way of a unified GOP front.
Not to mention pesky Democrats.
In a new stump speech delivered Friday night, Dole delivered a pointed critique of Clinton, asserting that on Issues ranging from taxes and spending to

welfare reform and cultural values, the Incumbent has "talked
conservatively while walking
knee-deep in liberalism."
He also mocked recent administration efforts to claim credit
for a robust economy, noting that
annual growth was 4.3 percent
when Clinton took office and is
Just 2.8 percent now. And he accused the president of leading a
foreign policy marked by "American waffling and weakness in
world affairs."
The speech, delivered at a GOP
dinner on Long Island, N.Y.,
came at the end of a week In
which Republicans finally found
reason to cheer They believe the
Dole-led effort to repeal the

4.3-cent-per-gallon gasoline tax
Increase the Democrats Imposed
In 1993 has put the party on the
offense for the first time in
weeks.
"In November, let's repeal the
administration that gave us not
just the gas tax but the largest
tax Increase in history," the Senate majority leader said Friday
night
He was returning to that issue
again today, traveling to a suburban Virginia gas station to highlight efforts to repeal the tax
boost.
But as Dole sought to keep the
spotlight on that issue, there was
another example of the disunity
that has complicated GOP cam-

paign efforts.
.Ohio Gov. George Voinovich, a
key Dole ally sometimes mentioned as a vice presidential
prospect, said of the plan to
repeal the gas tax: "I don't get it.
Trie deficit is a real problem."
In another example. New York
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato said
Thursday that Dole's campaign
was being hurt by the poor public
image of House Speaker Newt
Gingrich. Dole distanced himself
from D'Amato's remarks Friday,
but the controversy dominated
local news coverage of Dole's
New York visit.
And just last week. Dole's
effort to put to rest conservative
questions about his commitment

to the anti-abortion plank in the
Republican platform were hampered by statements by California Gov. Pete Wilson and other
GOP moderates promising a convention fight to scrap the provision.
Trying to put the best face on
the recent disagreements, Dole
spokesman Nelson Warfleld said,
"One of the good things about being a majority party is there is
plenty of room for a variety of
opinions."
Another tough internal Republican battle Is whether to bow to
Democratic pressure to allow a
vote to raise the minimum wage.
Dole has blocked a Senate vote so
far.

Companies to remove letters from phone keypad
Jamei Hannah
The Associated Press

DAYTON - When standing at a
pay phone, the word "COLLECT"
may be a lot easier to remember
than the corresponding number,
265-5328. But what if the telephone keypad only has numbers?
It's happening, the Ohio Consumers' Counsel warned. Some
independent long distance companies have an economic incentive to purge pay telephones of
the letters from the old days
when most phones had dials.
The companies are not worried

about old-timers who use words
to remember exchanges, like
Butterfield-9 or Yukon-5. They're targeting customers who are
lured away by catchy longdistance service slogans like
MCTs "Dial 1-800-COLLECT."
Number-only keypads usually
force dialers to use the telephone
company that has contracted
with the pay-phone owner, said
Ken McEldowney, executive director of the San Franciscobased Consumer Action.
That helps some phone companies profit at the expense of
consumers and businesses that

have spent money promoting the
name of their "vanity number1,"
McEldowney said. "It frustrates
their customers and basically
destroys the value of those
names."
AT&T spokesman Kelly Statmore said some 500,000 U.S.
businesses, including AT&T,
promote numbers containing
words or acronyms.
There are more than 2 million
pay phones in the United States,
including about 350,000 owned by
private companies, according to
the American Publio Comrnuni-

"The advertising done to promote those
numbers... is a way for those companies to
keep from paying the companies that
brought them that business."
Vincent Sandusky
Council president

cation Council, a trade assocuv.
tlon of private pay-phone owners,
"The advertising done to promots those numbers ... la a way

for those companies to keep from
paying the companies that
brought them that business,"
Sandusky said.
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Softball team sweeps weekend
Falcons send seniors out
on high note with victories
Sieve Wildman
The BC News

Seniors Jenny Behling, Jenny
Kulics and Amy Patterson left
their careers with the Bowling
Green Softball team with a fourgame sweep of the Eastern Michigan Eagles at home this weekend at the BGSU Softball Field.
Bowling Green downed the Eagles 3-2, 1-0, 4-3 and 3-0 in the
weekend series.
"This weekend was huge. We
haven't had four consistent
games all year," head coach Rachel Miller-Reif said. "Throwing
our seniors out with four wins is
huge, and it la great to end the
season with a positive."
"It is a great way to end, it
feels good," Behling said. "It was
disappointing season, we . had
higher hopes, but at least we can
leave with four wins."
It was not an easy weekend for
the Falcons. Two games In the
series had to go Into extra Innings for the Falcons to come up
with a win. Game two went to the
15th Inning. It wasn't until the
11th In the third game when the
Falcons finally got the win when
Pam Kreuz hit the winning run In
when Eastern could not throw
her out at first.
Bowling Green got some

It's a great way to
end. It feels good."
Jenny Behling
Falcon senior

strong pitching from Jennifer
Woir and Amy Hamilton. Wolf
picked up three wins with one
shutout. Hamilton finished off
the Eagles in game four keeping
Eastern Michigan from scoring.
This weekend was a bright spot
in a disappointing season. Bowling Green will use this weekend
to springboard into the next
season.
'This gives us a lot of postlves
going into next year. It Is going to
be tough without our three
seniors [Patterson, Behling and
Kulics]," Miller-Relf said. "This
season has given my juniors and
seniors a lot of playing time. We
will take that expedience into
next season."
"They are going to have a great
season next year," Behling said.
"With all the people they have
coming back they are going to do
fine." The season ended with
Jennifer Ranz leading the team
with a .327 batting average. Ranz

The BC Nc»i/HUI«M K»b.,..kl

The Bowling Green Softball team finished the season with four victories In a row over Eastern Mlchlgan.
was out of the weekend series, hitter for the Falcons all season.
two homers.
but the junior will have next year
Heather West rounds out the
Senior Amy Patterson leaves
to remain as an offensive threat Bowling green with a .256 aver- top four hitters for BG with a
in the Mid-American Conference. age and a homer which she hit .250 average.
Junior Pam Kreuz, who fin- out against Toledo this season.
Bowling Green finishes the
ished batting .281, was a clutch Patterson ends her career with season with a record of 16-34.

Sunday victory salvages
weekend for BG baseball
Western Michigan had scored
in the top of the frame to break a
04 tie, but BG battled back.
A doubleheader sweep by After the first two batters had
Western Michigan Saturday grounded out to start the inning.
esentially eliminated the Bowl- Drew Nlles drew a walk.
ing Green baseball team from
Brown then came through with
playoff contention.
his second hit of the game, movSo Sunday, in the Falcons' final ing Nlles to third. Bronco shorthome weekend game of the stop Jason Shelley then deposited
season. It was a day to win for the a Matt Craig grounder over the
seniors.
first baseman's head, allowing
BG did just that, coming from Niles to score and tie the game.
behind to defeat Western MichiBill Burgei, another senior in
gan 4-1 In a game shortened to his fianl home MAC game, sinsix innings by rain. The nightcap gled In Brown to give the Falcons
to the scheduled doubleheader the 2-1 lead.
was also postponed by showers.
Brown added to his day with a
The Falcons lost both of Satur- two-run single in the sixth inning
day's games, 2-0 and 7-1.
before rain halted the proceedJason Brown, one of six seniors ings.
Hi*kix.h.»«ikVTWBGN««1
the
starting
lineup,
came
up
m
Joe Cotton pitched for the FalThe Falcon baseball team salvaged two losses to Western Michigan big starting with a big hit during cons and shut the Broncos down.
81
Saturday with a 4-1 victory Sfftday,
, .•AtWWP.nfA^W.'i ^.-.. ... After WMU threatened by get
Scott Brown
The BG News

ting Its first two runners on in
the first. Cotton didn't allow another hit until the Broncos scored
In the fifth.
Despite Cotton's victory, the
Falcons are three games out of
the final playoff spot In the MidAmerican Conference with four
to play.
SATURDAY'S GAMES
WMU2.BG0
Western Michigan's Billy
Coleman limited the Falcons to
four hits on the way to a 2-0
Bronco victory.
Coleman walked only one and
struck out four in the game. No
Falcon player advanced past second base.
Mike Chancy gave up only five
hits In five-plus Innings of work.
See BASf BAIL, page"-
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Red Wings crush Blues, take 2-0 lead
Harry Atkins
The Associated Press

DETROIT - Steve Yzerman
had two goals and three assists as
the Red Wings crushed the St.
Louis Blues 8-3 Sunday and took
a 2-0 lead in their second-round
series.
Yzerman had a goal and two

assists as the Red Wings scored
five goals in the first period.
Nicklas Lidstrom had two goals
for the Red Wings. Vladimir
Konstantinov, Darren McCarty,
Martin Lapointe and Marc Bergcvin also scored for Detroit
Shayne Corson, Peter Zezel and
Adam Creighton scored for the
Blues.

Four of Detroit's first nine
shots went into the net. That
looked like the end for Blues
goaltender Jon Casey, forced into
action for the postseason because
of Grant Fuhr's reconstructive
knee surgery. Casey was pulled
for backup Bruce Racine after
McCarty's goal made it 4-0 at
11:41 of the first.

Utah bombs Portland, moves
to next round with 102-64 win
second quarters and fell behind by 22 points at halftime.
Portland managed just 14
SALT LAKE CITY - The points in the third quarter and
Utah Jazz held the Portland fell behind by as many as 40 in
Trail Blazers to the lowest the final period.
point total in NBA playoff hisThe 64 points broke the
tory with a 102-64 victory that
sent them Into the second playoff record-low of 68 set by
the New York Knicks on May
round.
Karl Malone had 25 points IS, 1994, at Indiana Portland
and 10 rebounds and John also supplanted the Los AngelStockton added 21 points and es Lakers' record 28 point first
11 assists as Utah won the best- half on April 7, 1974, at Milwaukee.
of-5 series 3-2.
The Jazz advanced to play
Jeff Hornacek added 11
points and seven rebounds and
San Antonio in the next round.
The Trail Blazers scored just Bryon Russell had 10 points
12 points In both the first and and eight boards.
BobMlmt
The Associated Press

Portland's so-called "Double-S" attack of Rod Strickland
and Arvydas Sabonis, who
scored 27 and 25 points, respectively, in Game 4, managed just 10 and 14 Sunday.
Utah, which shot 46 percent
to Portland's 33 percent Sunday, also outrebounded Portland for the first time in the series, 54-33.
Stockton's 3-pointer at the
third quarter's 9:38 mark made
it 53-28, and the Jazz closed out
the period with an 11-2 run to
lead 70-38 going into the fourth
quarter.

tain Wayne Gretzky was on the
Ice for four of the Red Wings'
five first-period goals.
Zezel's third goal narrowed the
gap to 5-2 at 2:48 of the second.
Lldstrom's power-play goal gave
Detroit another four-goal lead at
6:19 of the third. Creighton got
his first at 8:03 of the third, but
Yzerman answered with a powerplay goal with 2.-04 remaining.
Bergevin notched hi first, also
on a power play, with 25 seconds
left.
Detroit outshot the Blues 31-21.
The best-of-7 series moves to St
Louis for Games 3 and 4 on
Wednesday and Friday.

But Keenan sent Casey back
out 33 seconds later.
Detroit got goals 1:05 apart
from Yzerman and Konstantinov
for a 2-0 lead at 4:45 of the first.
It was the third for Yzerman,
who also had two assists in the
period, and the second for Konstantinov. Lidstrom scored his
first at 7:02, and McCarty's second triggered the brief goalie
switch.
Corson made it 4-1 with his
ninth, beating Chris Osgood on a
power play, at 13:37. But Lapointe, in his first playoff game
of the season, scored at 15:40 for
a 5-1 Detroit lead. St Louis cap-
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER?
Summer is the ideal time to
get a head start for fall classes ...

At Kent Trumbull we offer

Chicago edges
Knicks, 91-84

four summer sessions to fit your
busy schedule and still leave
time for fun ...

The Associated Press

CHICAGO - A sore back
couldn't keep Michael Jordan
from carrying the Chicago Bulls.
Jordan, bothered by back
spasms all week, scored 44 points
Sunday as the Bulls opened the
Eastern Conference semifinals
with a 91-84 victory over the New
York Knicks.

Our special tuition rate is
$99 per semester credit hour
for all summer sessions. A
variety of technical and liberal
education classes are offered in
your choice of day or evening
sessions.

Scottie Pippen, with 11 points
on 4-for-lS shooting, was the only
other Chicago player to score in
double figures.

Registration continues through the 2nd day of each session.
The Intersession (3 weeks) begins May 20, 1996
Summer I (5 weeks) and Summer n (8 weeks) begin June 17, 1996
Summer III (S weeks) begins July 22, 1996

BASEBALL
Continued from page 16.

but took the hard-luck loss for
BG.
WMU7.BG1
THe Falcons' offensive woes I 1 MEDIUM PIZZA
continued in the second game. ■ with cheese and one topping
BG did not dent the scoreboard
Plus an 8 piece Crazy Bread
until the final inning.
The Broncos had already
fMrQQ FREE
scored seven runs prior to that
point. Including a four-run sevEXPIRI 5-15-96
EXPIRES
enth to blow the game open.
Jason Tipple took the loss for
the Falcons.

$5"
.,-

1 LARGE PIZZA
with cheese and 1 topping

!$5*^i
EXPIRES 5-15 96

Call 330-847-0571, ext. 260 or 261
for a transient application and a
schedule of classes today!
E-mail: iAfoOlyceutn.tnimbull.kcnt.edu
WWW: him »«ww ifutnbull tent edu

tcptt
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Detroit gets more than one hit, still loses
The Associated Press

DETROIT - Kevin Gross dldnt
pitch a one-hitter Sunday for
Texas.
But he was good enough to end
a personal two-game losing
streak while Kevin Elster's tworun homer also helped Texas to a
3-2 victory over the sagging
Tigers.
Gross (4-3) followed back-to-

back one-hitters by Ken Hill and
Roger Pavlik by stopping Detroit
on five hits in seven innings, giving Texas three wins in four
y••mics against the Tigers.
"After watching the other two
guys, they used their fastball so
well I tried to trust my stuff and
go after them," Gross said. "I
just felt like it was real smooth
and felt like I had my best fastball in a long time."

Gross struck out two and
walked none
"It's the best I've seen him
throw," Texas manager Johnny
Oates said. "He made all the
pitches he wanted to. He came in
to guys and believed in his stuff."
Jeff Russell pitched the eighth
and Mike Henneman finished up
for his seventh save.
Henneman, Detroit's all-time
save leader, was booed by an an-

NEW LOCATION
^ 1089 N. Main (Behind NAPA)

Lube, OR & Filter
■"
Special
1

((

$14.95
| CwpMlft—Mi»:
I -WatwrFUd
'PomrStwringFluKt

I *BrafcaFMd
Automate Transmission
FUd
Up lo Sots Moat Can
CaftoanAppotwnant
Exp. Ml/96

Maintenance i
Tune-Up Special

icywat

sax

6CyM*
BCyHndat

£36.95
.$39,95

INCLUDES: Analysis ot
surtng. charging and
angina systam plus *a sat
liming, nstalnaw apart
Mod Can
Calfef an Apportnant
Eip. 5/31/96

Front Brake
Special

Only

$59.95
■
'
|
■

•From Braka Disc Pads
'Inspect Ha Hoses
-taprtCalpan
"Add Fluid As Needed
•Inspect Wheel Cylinders
Mod Can

■ Ca»fc» an Appointment
E<p Ml/96

.

(4) Tire
Rotation
&Balance
Only
$21.95
Present this coupon to
recieve special price.
Mod Can

CM to an Appointment
Exp. 5/31/96

WRIGHT TIRE AUTO CENTER

352^0387
■ESafl

nounced crowd of 12,337 in his
first Tiger Stadium appearance
since the Tigers traded him to
Houston last year.
But he pitched a perfect ninth,
getting best friend Cecil Fielder
on a fly to left to end the game.
"You get adrenaline going out
there, but this time I was nervous," Henneman said of facing
Fielder.
"He and I are like brothers and
it was tough; it was a tough thing
to do. But it's my Job to get him
out and it's his Job to take me into
the seats. That's what it's all
about."
Eddie Williams homered for
the Tigers, who have lost three
straight and IS of 17. Williams
was the last Tiger runner as
Gross, Russell and Henneman
combined to retire Detroit's last
16 batters.
Ranger pitchers went the final
29 1-3 innings of the series without giving up a walk.
"When you're in a hitting
slump, you're afraid to get down
in the count and you don't take as
many pitches as you should,"
Tiger manager Buddy Bell said.
Jose Lima (0-2), rocked for
eight runs in Just four innings of
his first start Tuesday at Boston,
gave up three runs on eight hits
in 5 2-3 innings. He fanned four
and walked one.
"I'm pleased with the progress
I made from my last start," Lima

*jjfi

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main
(our only office)
352-5620
-"

Williams' fourth home run
gave the Tigers a 2-1 lead in the
fourth before Elster put the
Rangers ahead in the fifth.
The Tigers needed only two
batters to get more hits than in
either of their last two games as
Chad Curtis and Bobby Hlgginson both singled through the box
to start the first.
"I should've had the first one,"
Gross said. "It wasn't hit hard. It
just went right through the
middle."

€&E
104 S. MAIN

Good Luck to the
Graduating Seniors!
And Thanks to all of
Our 95-96 Tenants!

said, "but I'm not pleased that we
didn't win."
Elster's seventh homer of the
season, with Mark McLemore
aboard, put the Rangers up 3-2 in
the fifth inning.
It was the second homer of the
series for Ulster, who is just
three home runs shy of his career-best 10 in 1989. Elster has
five homers and 14 RBI In his
last 13 games.
McLemore and Elster, the
eighth and ninth batters in the
Texas lineup, combined for three
hits, three RBI and two runs
scored Sunday.
"It's been that case all year,"
Oates said. "It helps when you
produce all through the order,
but it really helps if Will (Clark)
and Juan (Gonzalez) are struggling and the bottom of the order
comes through."

BOWLING GREEN, OH

353-0988

GRADUATION
BUFFET
Saturday May 11, 1996
fresh Veggie Tray, fresh fruit, Sirloin Steady,
Tried Jumbo Shrimp, "BfBQJBaby "BackJRibs,
Oven "BakedChicken, Au Qratin Potatoes, "Rice "Pilaf,
California Mixfd Vegetables, %pll and "Butter, "Dessert
Food Service on the buffet will begin
approximately 45 minutes after the
Commencement Ceremony
"Prut}10.95plus Tiui + Tip
Limited Reservations 353-0988
"Buffet upstairs only, lisgular Menu downstairs
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Miller returns,
but Pacers fall
Nancy Armour
The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS - Reggie Miller returned, and everything
went right for the Indiana Pacers
- until the final shot.
Miller, sidelined since April 13
with a fractured eye socket,
made a surprising comeback
Sunday and had another spectacular fourth quarter. But he
missed the game-winning shot at
the final buzzer and the Pacers
lost 89-87 to the Atlanta Hawks.

Atlanta won the best-of-S series 3-2 and advanced to play Orlando in the second round.
Miller scored 16 of his 29
points in the fourth quarter, including Indiana's final eight. He
got the ball in the final seconds
but was double-teamed by Mookie Blaylock and Matt Bullard.
Miller still managed to get off an
off-balance 3-polnter, but It glanced off the side of the rim as time
expired.
See PACERS, page 22.

TE!$ POUR,
'16 FLAVORS ON TAP

Pixia • Sports • Pool • Music & Good rimes
Wea€hallenga you to ask yourself t
WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE?

Tkc AlMctolcd Prcu/Ckuck R>hl»ai

Indiana's Antonio Davis tips ■ rebound to teammate Mark Jackson over the Hawks' Stacey Angmon as
Grant Long looks on Sunday In Eastern Conference first round playoff action.

EUROPE
LONDON
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
FRRNHFURT
ROME

$265
$295
$29S
$295
$399

tain MMamiaiMiiim.
i«s a m tarn MM am m mm » a*K

1. Gameroom with Pool Tables, Shuffleboard, &
Air Hockey
2. Best Happy Hour Deals in Town
3. Great Food @ an Affordable Price
4. We Pay for your Jukebox Selections
5. 16 Draft Flavors to choose from.
6. 23 Bottled Flavors AND
7. 36 oz. Mug Club (if you don't belong you
should) the list goes on
8. Big Screen TV and Satelite
9. Free Peanuts and Popcorn
10. Fun Atmosphere
11. Great Bands
135 N. Main
353-6912

Student Recreation Center

uautnmi
mm

Membership Costs on sale
and valid May 13 through
Aug. 27. Call SRC 372-2711
lor office hours and Mail in
Registration Form.
$70 single $60 spouse
(children through the age of
17 are free!)

SRC Summer Hours
May 20-Aug. 9
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. noon-6 p.m.

tmmmmtmmmtoamtmmm
m m UNrmn m n w m

turopass

$210

Travel
OBl Carnal M iMcmilioaal
Eaacatioaal Eickuet
h Ik kr miwmm ai/m/cljaa* «i

MB

Closed Sundays
GIVE IT A TRY
"FH-For-AI Aerobic sessions
W.E.T. workout
STEP combo
•FITWELL health a fitness
assessment
'HandbalURaoquatbaH
'Squash

•Basketball
'Concept II Rowers
•Aerobi cycles
'Stair Masters
"Nautilus/Universal weight
equipment
'Sand volleyball
'Olympic & recreational pools

For More
Information
Call
372-2711 or
372-9884

LEARN-TO-SWIM
1 st Session Cost $15 per child par session
hove o SRC membership)
June 17-28 (must
or $35 non-member registration
2nd Session
Jury 8-19 fee per session. PIUS $15 per
3rd Session session per child.
Sign up in ihe Main Office or call
July 22-Aug. 2 for mail in registration form.

•Y
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Neagle wins third in a row as Pirates win
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - Pittsburgh
Pirates pitcher Denny Neagle
wasn't nearly as flashy as Ismael
Valdes but Values wasnt nearly
as happy as Neagle was.
Neagle (4-1) woo his third consecutive start and didn't allow an
earned run in seven innings of
the Pirates 4-2 victory over the
Los Angeles Dodgers. Over his
last four starts, Neagle Is 4-0 with
a 1.96 ERA.

"I try to stay calm and not let
the adrenalin take over," said
Neagle, who gave up eight hits,
struck out two and walked two.
"If I can do that, I can make my
pitches."
Charlie Hayes made up for a
two-run error by driving home
the go-ahead run in the seventh
Inning. But the real difference
was Neagle, who has matured as
a pitcher over the last two
seasons. Neagle can win without
being overpowering.

"Denny kept us in the game,"
Pirates Manager Jim Leyland
said. "That's what you have to
have when you go up against a
guy like Valdes. If we don't get a
performance like that, we probably get beat. It's a sign that a
pitcher is over the hump when he
can go out and win without his
best stuff."
Valdes overpowered the Pirates for the first four innings,
retiring the first 13 batters. He
gave up two runs on opposite-

$500 X-treme Fun
follegelncentive
l

PJas, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Aato Care'
Available to all College StudentsI

But don't wait...this limited offer ends September 30,19961
Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.

Jay Bell. Mike Kingery was safe
on Gagne's fifth error of the
season, and Hayes hit his second
RBI single of the game.
Jeff King hit an RBI single in
the eighth off Todd Worrell. It
was the first run Worrell has allowed in 13 innings this season.
Dan Plesac got three outs for
his second save. The Pirates did
not allow a home run, ending a
streak of 18 games in which
they'd given up at least one.
The Pirates scored In the fifth
when Bell singled, moved up on a
infield out and scored on Hayes'
bloop single over first base.
Hayes' throwing error helped
the Dodgers score a pair of unearned runs in the second. Raul
Mondesi reached on the error
and Mike Busch and Roger Cedeno followed with two-out doubles.

j

If you're a college studeot with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a 15M Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1987 Toyota.3
Plat 2-Year Frtt-RMa Toyota Aato Care' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance,
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required/

field singles, one by Hayes who
fought off several tough pitches.
"I'd rather give up a really
hard hit than a bloop hit," Valdes
said. "It was one of those days. I
pitched good and got the loss.
That's going to happen sometimes. That's baseball."
The Pirates won for the fourth
time in five games. Shortstop
Greg Gagne's throwing error set
up Hayes' key single as the Dodgers dropped to 5-12 on the road.
Mid re Cummings, playing his
second game since his recall
from Triple-A Calgary, homered
in the Pittsburgh sixth to tie It at
2.
"So far, so good," said Cummings, who is replacing the injured Orlando Merced.
Mark Johnson opened the seventh with a single off Valdes (2-2)
and advanced on a sacrifice by

isn't all that's
on your side at
>ria's Secret Catalogue
xible scheduling leaves you rime to get just
i wont out of your summer break—fun
n. Plus, our cosuol environment and
i make me most of every minute.

Choose from a wide selection of any new 1990 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
COROLLA

You'll enjoy:
• Excellent Pay ond
Great Sales
Incentives

CAMRY

• Advancement
Opportunities
Up to 40%
Discount at all
the limited. Inc.
Divisions
• Stock Purchase Plan
We're hiring!

FASHION CONSULTANTS

1-800-GO-T
^HWor "Collego"

http^/www.toyota.com/college
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Taylor charged for
purchasing crack

As Sexy As He Wants To Be

The Aiuclaled Prl-.i/Btth A. Keller

Chicago Bulls forward Dennis Rodman pauses for photographers during a signing for his new book,
"Bad As I Wanna Be," In Chicago Saturday. Rodman arrived at the signing riding a pink Harley and
decked out with silver balr, a silver tank top and pink boa.

Negro League teams, story
recognized in documentary
Woody Balrd
The Associated Press

MEMPHIS, Tenn. -- Verdell
"Lefty" Mathis still has no
doubts he could have pitched In
the major leagues.
He had the speed. He had the
control.
What he didn't have was skin of
the correct color.
Mathis played for the Memphis
Red Sox of the Negro Baseball
Leagues when blacks were excluded from major league ball.
But while largely ignored by
whites and the mainstream news
media, the Negro teams were indeed major league entertainment
and sources of pride for their
black fans.
The story of the Red Sox, one
of the most stable teams In the
Negro Leagues, is told in a new
video documentary, "Black Diamonds, Blues City," made at the
University of Memphis.
The Red Sox were owned by
blacks, brothers J.B., W.S. and
B.B. Martin, and they played at
one of the few black-owned stadiums in the country.
And like the city's historic
Beale Street, the Red Sox were
an Integral part of black life In
Memphis from the 1920s through
the 1950s.

"Here is something
that black folks were
doing and doing
well."
Benjamin Hooks
former NAACP director

"Just going to the park as a
boy, I knew that black people
owned this park. They ran it.
They took up the tickets. They
made the sales. They had the

popcorn," said Benjamin Hooks,
a Memphis resident and former
director of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People. "Here's something that black folks were doing
and doing well."
The Red Sox were heroes to
their fans, and their love of the
game shows through in documentary interviews.
But there's disappointment,
too, still after all these years, at
never having had a chance to
play in the majors.
Mathis, who played for the Red
Sox from 1940 to 1954, was re-

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. -Former pro football great
Lawrence Taylor probably will
not go to jail if he is convicted of
attempting to purchase crack cocaineSolicitor Ralph Wilson was
quoted Sunday by The (Myrtle
Beach) Sun News as saying the
retired NFL star could get two
years in jail. But Wilson said that
is unlikely.
"The maximum penalty is two
years, but normally there's no
jail time because it's the least of
the (crack cocaine) offenses that
you could be accused (of)," Wilson said. "You don't have possession of it, you're charged with
trying to get possession."
Taylor tried to buy $100 of
crack cocaine from _*i undercover officer on Friday evening
and was arrested, police said.
Taylor, 37, was released after
paying a $5,000 bond.
Wilson said Taylor could
request a preliminary hearing
before a magistrate, which would
take place sometime in the next
two months.
"If a magistrate finds probable
cause, he would send It the solicitor's office and have a pretrial
conference," Wilson said.
Taylor could skip the preliminary hearing and go straight to
the pretrial conference. During
the conference, evidence would
be presented, and Taylor would
have to decide whether to agree
to a plea bargain or go to trial,
Wilson said.

Police say Taylor was in the
wrong place at the wrong time
when he was arrested during a
police sting operation.
"I very seriously doubt that
anybody had any idea that he
would be here," police Lt. Vinoe
Ward said. "Certainly not that he
would be going to an area like
that. It was strictly coincidental."
The neighborhood was targeted because of past drug
arrests. A total of 18 people were
arrested. Police refused to identify the others until Monday.
Taylor, an 10 time Pro Bowl
linebacker who led the New York
Giants to Super Bowl championships after the 1986 and 1990
seasons, was suspended for four
games in 1988 for violating the
NFL's substance abuse policy.
He retired after the 1993 season.
Taylor said Friday that personal problems led to the Incident and arrest.
"Between my wife and the IRS
they've got me all (messed) up,"
he said. "In New York they're
calling me deadbeat dad ... My
whole world seems like it's in the
(toilet)... I oughta kill myself."
' Taylor was In Myrtle Beach for
his fifth appearance in the Addy's Harbor Dodge Celebrity
Golf Extravaganza. He withdrew
on Saturday, saying he did not
want his presence to overwhelm
the event.

Congratulations
Kimmcr Callahan
WR® Committee Star for April/May

See NEGROES, page 22.
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Continued from page 21.

garded as one of the best Ditchers
in the Negro Leagues and as a
rival to the famous Satchel Paige
of the Kansas City Monarchs.
But two years after Jackie
Robinson broke the major league
color barrier in 1947, Mathis had
surgery on his pitching arm,
worn down by too little rest between games and double duty as
a right fielder.
And by the time the majors
came to look at him, Mathis was
no longer the pitcher he once had
been.
"I could have made the major
leagues easy, man," he said. "A
couple of years later that arm got
to feeling pretty good, but it was
way too late then. Yeah, too late."

Such stories were common for
black players, including Mathis'
former teammate and mentor,
catcher Larry Brown.
Brown was ending his career
by the time the majors opened up
to blacks.
"It always kind of stuck in his
heart," said his son, Larry Jr.
Brown was so good, the documentary says, he was approached by white teams hoping to
slip him in the majors because he
was light skinned and had played
for awhile in Latin America.
"They wanted to make him Cuban. They wanted to make him
anything but black," said Rufus
Thomas, a longtime Memphis entertainer and former Red Sox
fan.

The younger Brown said his
father rejected such overtures.
"I cant do that. Everybody
knows me," he quoted his father
as saying.
Steven Ross, the video's director and co-producer, said it will
be offered to public broadcast
stations, libraries and schools.
"This is a lot more than baseball here. These are great human
beings with stories to tell," Ross
said.
The one-hour documentary,
narrated by actor Samuel L.
Jackson, includes still photos,
film footage shot by a former
Negro Leagues player and interviews with former players and
fans.

Greenbriar, Inc.
Time is running out for you to get...

Sonics blanket Olajuwon
on way to Game 1 victory
The Associated Press

SEATTLE -- Blanketing
Hakeem Olajuwon with two and
three defenders, the Seattle
SuperSonics showed their regular-season domination of the
Houston Rockets was no fluke
with a 108-75 victory Saturday in
the opener of their Western Conference semifinal.
Seattle, which was 4-0 against
the Rockets this season, got 28
points from Gary Payton and 17
points and 12 rebounds from
Shawn Kemp.
Seattle outrebounded the twotime defending champions 52-36.
Sam Perkins added 17 points
and Detlef Schrempf had 13 for
the Sonics, who beat Sacramento
in its first-round playoff series
this year after being upset by
Denver and the Los Angeles

Lakers the previous two years.
Olajuwon was held to six points
in 34 lackluster minutes by a defense that swarmed all over him
in the post. It was his lowest
playoff total, five fewer than he
scored against the Lakers on
April 29,1990.
Robert Horry led the Rockets
with 18 points, 12 in the first
quarter.
After a first half that finished
44-44, the Sonics broke the game
open in the third quarter, outscoring the Rockets 13-4 in the
final 2:23 of the period for a 73-59
lead.
Nate McMillan and Perkins
each had 3-polnters, Perkins and
Kemp made fastbreak layups
with Kemp adding a free throw
after his and Payton capped it
with a driving layup with 6.1 seconds left in the third quarter.

PACERS
game - with 11:11 left, the
Hawks were scoreless for the
next three minutes. A pair of
to set up the final sequence.
Blaylock scored 23 points, baskets from Smits and three
Steve Smith had 17 and Christian free throws by Miller cut AtlanLaettner added 15 points and 11 ta's lead to 72-70 before Blaylock
rebounds despite being in foul drilled a 3-pointer with 8:30 left.
trouble for much of the game.
Rik Smits finished with 17
Indiana shot just 40 percent
from the floor and turned the ball
points for Indiana.
over 21 times, leading to 30 AtThe Hawks trailed only once lanta points.
from the end of the second quarThe Hawks didn't shoot much
ter on, but they nearly gave the
game away in the fourth quarter. better, 42 percent from the floor,
After Bullard's trey gave Atlanta but Indiana only got 14 points off
a 72-63 lead - its largest of the Atlanta's 17 turnovers.

Continued from page 19.

Efficiencies

Houses

1,2, and 3 Bedroom Apartments
We also have limited number left at Mercer Manor
Call us or come in for a listing!
352 - 0717
224 E. Wooster

Also, come'in and get our summer listing

THE ARMY CAN HELP YOU
GET A $30,000 EDGE
ON COLLEGE.

Restaurant &
Coffee House
-Opening Fall 1996-

VJ,/

Silver River Cafe "jL^
Positions Needed: Wait staff, line cooks, prepcooks,
& supervisors

Starting Wages: $4.55 - $5.10

.

Retention increase available each semester ^^
r»

••.

For more information contact Alex at
,
372-2475 or stop by Harshman
^
Dining Center
^V^*

<y

The Army can help you get an edge on life and earn up to
S30.000 for college through the Montgomery Gl Bill plus the Army
College Fund.
Here's how it works. You
contribute $100 a month for
the first year from your
$10,600 first year salary. The
government then contributes
its share, $13,200 from the
Montgomery GI Bill plus
$15,600 from the Army
College Fund for a four-year
enlistment.
Army opportunities get
better every day. If you qualify, you could train in one of over
200 challenging and rewarding high-tech skills in fields like
avionics and electronics, satellites and microwave communications, computer and radar operations-just to name a few.
It makes sense to earn while you leam. For more information
about getting money for college, call your Army Recruiter today.

(419)352-7541
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
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Grindstone captures Kentucky Derby
Wayne Lukas
wins sixth
Triple Crown
race in a row
Ed Schuyler Jr.
The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Grindstone nipped Cavonnier at the
wire In the Kentucky Derby on
Saturday and gave trainer D.
Wayne Lukas an Incredible sixth
straight victory In a Triple
Crown race.
Grindstone was one of a record
five Lukas starters and came
along the rail to score the stunning victory over Cavonnier.
Prince of Thieves, also trained by
Lukas, finished third to give the
trainer a second consecutive
first-third finish in the Derby.
Last year, Lukas won with
Thunder Gulch, while his Timber
Country finished third.
Grindstone covered the 1
miles on a fast track In 2:01 and
$13.80, $6 and $4 as he duplicated
the feat of his sire, Unbridled,
who won the 1990 Deiby.
Grindstone, owned by William
T. Young and ridden by Jerry
Bailey, finished a nose in front of
Cavonnier, who was 3 lengths
ahead of Prince of Thieves.
Halo's Sunshine was fourth in
the field of 19 3-year-olds, another neck back. The son of Unbridled, favorite Unbrldled's
Song, faded In the stretch after
being in contention moat of the
way.
It was the 17th consecutive
year the Derby favorite has been
beaten.
It was the third Derby victory
for the 60-year-old Lukas, who
also won with the filly Winning
Colors, in 1988. Bailey, riding in
his ninth Derby, also won with
Sea Hero in 1993.
It was the first Derby victory
for the 77-year-old Young, a retired Lexington businessman and
breeder who also owns Editor's
Note.
Grindstone became only the
second horse to win from the
15th post. Swale did it In 1984.
Bailey had Grindstone on the
rail In the run down the backstretch and then went wide in the
upper homestretch to send
Grindstone charging down the
middle of the track while whipping him right-handed.
"I've never, never been
prouder," Lukas said. "It's the
highlight of my career to win this
one for Bill Young and Overbrook Farm."

Tlw AsMCkted PrcM/Ja

Crlij)

Jerry Bailey, above Grindstone, looks back after winning Saturday's Kentucky Derby. Grindstone won by a now above Cavonnier.

Lukas stands atop racing world

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Fans of
the racing game want magic, and
he gives them science. They want
folksy, and he gives them corporate. They want quality, and he
force-feeds them quantity.
But what anyone else in the
game wants hardly matters any
more. Because D. Wayne Lukas
owns it. Owns it like maybe no
trainer has owned horse racing
before.
A dark brown colt Lukas
trained by the name of Grindstone won the Kentucky Derby
after a nearly perfect trip around
the oval In 2:01. No big deal
Lukas had another horse that
looked Just like him finish 10th
A chestnut colt he trained by
the name of Prince of Thieves
finished third. An even smaller
deal. Lukas had another one that
looked just like him, too. He finished sixth.
For the record, the final Lukas
entry - a bay named Honour and
Glory - finished 18th In the
19-horse field.
See DERBY, page 24.
Most trainers cant keep track

Fame trainer Charlie Whittinot for long.
"If we win this," he said earlier ngham.
"What's Wayne up to now, 10
in the week, "they ought to chisel
horses?" asked Whlttingham, the
it in stone. Because in order to
dean of the profession.
beat us, somebody is going to
Some of the words sting, espehave to win two Triple Crowns
cially considering how much
and the Kentucky Derby in the
Lukas admires the greats of the
of five horses, let alone find the
year after that."
cash lying around to steer them
But within minutes of the race, business - the legendary Ben
down the long and winding road
prayers were probably being of- Jones, Woody Stephens and Whltthat ends in the shadows of Chur- fered by several of his rivals that tingham, in particular - but they
do not slow him down. The apchill Downs' twin spires. D.
that somebody would come
proval of his peers matters. But
Wayne Lukas believes he cant
along.
in Lukas' mind. It pales alongside
afford not to.
And soon.
winning.
"The thing about it is, there
Because for all his accomLast year, when Thunder
was a great variety of styles In
plishments, he has inspired equal Gulch ran his string of consecuour horses and I felt we weren't
tive Triple Crown victories to
going to compromise any of their parts scorn and resentment. His
rivals are put off because he has three, Lukas worked the backchances," he said.
grooms manicure the grounds
stretch all week wearing a baseRacing is not supposed to be
about numbers, but they are una- around his stable, because he in- ball cap with Timber Country insists the bridles and the buckets
scribed on the bill. And almost
voidable any time Lukas' name
and the blankets be stacked Just
every conversation he engaged
comes up. So here they are,
so. They make fun of the creases In began and ended with the
packed together This was his
In his Jeans, and the starch in his name of the f illy, Serena's Song,
third Kentucky Derby victory
manor. Every chance they get.
on his lips.
from 31 starters since 1981. His
And so, when he picked up his
But when Thunder Gulch
horses have now won six consecnewspaper Saturday morning,
utive Triple Crown races, a feat
waiting out front was this notso impressive Lukas almost had
See IITKE, page 25.
troubleauajxtifyljigJt-thpMgh. unexpected Jab from Hall of
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DERBY
Continued from page 23.

Nobody could handle Grindstone onoe Bailey put him down
in the winning drive.
There was just too much for
Unbridled's Song to overcome: a
left front foot injury, and the No.
19 post, from which no Derby
starter has every won. The horse
was wearing bar shoes to protect
the foot.
•"With bar shoes, it's tough to
get a good grip," said jockey
Mike Smith. "He was really hob-

bling. It was like wearing combat
boots trying to run a foot race."
Unbridled's Song also kept
alive a jinx: no Breeder's Cup Juvenile's winner has ever won a
Derby.
The high strung Unbridled's
Song acted up in the post parade.
He was startled when the third
largest Derby crowd of 142,668
roared at the end of the singing
of "My Old Kentucky Home" and
he almost unseated Smith.
Smith took the gray colt out of
the post parade and his lead pony

led him to the backstretch, where
he wanned up.
Cavonnier, coupled with Semoran, returned $620 and $4.40,
while Prince of Thieves paid
$4.60.
Completing the order of finish
after fourth-place Halo's Sunshine were Unbridled's Song,
Editor's Note, Blow Out, Alyrob,
Diligence, Victory Speech, Corker, Skip Away, Zarb's Magic,
Semoran, In Contention, Louis
Quatorze, Matty G, Honour and
Glory, and Built for Pleasure.

r
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
ALL-SPORTS CHAMPS
199.5-4296

Victory Speech and Honour
and Glory ran as a Michael Tabor-owned entry, also trained by
Lukas. Prince of Thieves is owned by Peter Mitchell.
Lukas had said that if he won a
sixth straight Triple Crown race,
It would have to be chiseled in
stone because it would be very
difficult for anyone to top it. It
didn't seem that anyone could top
Lukas' five straight.
He began the streak when Tabasco Cat won the 1994 Preakness and Belmont. Thunder
Gulch then won last year's
Derby, Timber Country won the
Preakness, and Thunder Gulch
came back to win the Belmont.
While Lukas had a little more
than 25 percent of the field this
year, it didn't seem like his team
was strong enough to pull off another victory. Their combined
record in 1996 was only six wins
in 20 starts and none had won
their last start before the Derby.
Grindstone, who had won the
Louisiana Derby, had finished
second in the Arkansas Derby in
his final prep on April 13.
Young bred Grindstone at his
Overbrook Farm near Lexington.
As Cavonnier and Grindstone
battled toward the wire. It appeared that Cavonnier was going
to snatch the victory.

"I thought I was going to win at
the 16th pole, but when I hit the
wire I couldn't tell," said Chris
McCarron, Cavonnler's jockey.
"When I first looked up, he was a
neck In front of me and I thought
maybe he got me. They came
home very quickly."
At the start, Unbridled's Song
and Matty G, from the 16 hole,
broke on top. Honor and Glory
quickly took the lead and led the
other two past the finish line the
first time and into the clubhouse
turn.
They ran that way around the
turn and down the backstretch,
but when they reached the halfmile pole, a roar went up as Unbridled's Song took the lead. He
was still in front at the quarter
pole, but the game, gray colt
simply couldn't hold on for what
would have been a tremendous
victory over adversity.
The fractions were rapid, with
Honor and Glory covering the
first quarter in 22 1-5 seconds
and the half in 46. The threequarter mile mark was reached
in 1:10 and the mile was completed in 1:35.
Lukas, who had sent out three
Derby starters on four differemt
occasions, broke the record of
four starters set by James Rowe
Sr. in 1923.

GET WHAT YOU WANT
Asst. Sportschair
Jason Kerrick

Sportschair
Brian Rayle
MattMairn
Brian Blanchard
Brian DeAngelo
Matt Hammar
Greg Olsen
Don Kennard
Brian Beall
Jeremy Feeback
Bob Gorka
Chris Lape
Adam Rakestraw
Pete Schwiegeraht
Dave Tobin
Adam Dudding
Andy Strudwick
Jeremy Snyder
Matt Flick
Brad Hyslop
Neil Kessel
Trent Saxinger
ChrisZom
Dave French
Jeff Moore
Paul Nieman
Chris Reinhold
Matt Briggs
Bob Gudin
Justin Page

Kelly Bingham
Larry Booher
Don Miller
Shawn Carroll
John Dalby
DJ McConville
John Aycock
Jason Fiorelli
Sean Wallace
Ben Milek
Chris Bupp
Tim Smik
Brett Scott
Ryan Haase
Eric Zelenka
Josh Spoores
John Gardner
Max Johnson
Jack Lee
Josh Sears
Brian Baldridge
Jason Hein
Paul Mountain
Mark Ramunno
Ken Sobecki
Herminio Carrasquillo
Sean Joyce
Brian Planter

Dan Sichak
Dave Brown
John Stotz
Mike Harbert
Bill Westfall
JeffMorin
Seth Dimling
Ryan Gabel
Bill Kish
Brian Mulkey
Kent Rufo
Dave Tansel
Scott Yonker
Dave Mulshine
KenRhoda
Adam Casabere
Doug Hinebaugh
Chris Kappos
Milan Ptak
Chad Swanstrom
Andy Downing
Rustie McBride
TJ Nappi
Jim Reinhart
Jason Weeks
Jason Drier
Sean McNabb
Andy Sammut

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

HOP
TO IT!

Don't just
sit there!
Stop in today
for a complete
apartment listing.

Call For Our
Competitive Rates

R.E. Management
•
•
•
•

841 Eighth St.
733 ManvUle
755 ManvUle
777 ManvUle

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.

• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 k 850 Sixth St.)

113 Railroad St. (next to Kinko's)
Open Mon. thru Fri.
^5»9-0^09
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
KJCJ^. Z70\J£.
Open Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m

Call Now!
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Carter's rebuilt
knee doing well
Joe Kay
The Associated Press

On The Short End

Aug. 25. Dr. James Andrews reconstructed the knee using a tendon.
Carter's rehabilitation has
been without major setback. He's
ahead of schedule and expects to
be in the lineup for the first
game.
"I know my leg still isn't in
running shape," Carter said. "I
felt I was back to where I was
(with the knee). I had no problems doing anything, t just know
it's going to take time. I'm still
rusty.
"Thank God I made the one
practice; now, go to the next one.
I'm just going to take it day by
day, be out there every practice.
Hopefully, I'll improve."
The Bengals are counting upon
Carter to give them a running
game this season and help them
finally make the playoffs after
five consecutive losing seasons.
They're already considering going to a one-back offense featuring Carter.
Coach Dave Shula is entering
the final year of his contract, and
president Mike Brown has talked
about making the playoffs this
season after a 7-9 record last
year. Carter will have to produce
to make that happen.
"I dont think there's any pressure on me," he said. "I'm just
going to go out there and do the
best I can. There's really nothing
(more) I can do. I guess people
have certain expectations for me
out there already."

CINCINNATI - Kl-Jana Carter's rebuilt knee was no problem
Saturday as the running back
slogged through his first Cincinnati Bengals workout since surgery. The weather was a
different matter.
A thunderstorm interrupted
the first day of minlcamp and
slicked the artificial turf, forcing
players to don flat-soled shoes.
They slipped around and ran cautiously in 7-on-7 and 11-on-ll
drills.
Carter, a running back from
Perm State who was the No. 1
draft pick in 1995 draft, carried
the ball numerous times but
didn't make any sharp cuts In the
drills.
"I wish it was a dry surface
when we did the team stuff so I
could see really what I could
have done," Carter said. "When I
was cutting, sometimes the turf
gave way because it was wet and
no one wanted to surge off because they were protecting
themselves."
On the first play of 11-on-ll
drills, quarterback Jeff Blake
handed off to Carter, who ran
wide left and tried to turn upfield. Defenders forced him out
of bounds and he lost his balanced and slipped across a lawn
that borders the field.
But he came out of the day with
no setbacks, and that was the
main goal. He completely tore Until they can get a better idea
the anterior cruciate ligament in of what to expect from Carter,
his left knee during an exhibition everybody will be watching the
last Aug. 17 and had surgery on running back closely.

_

TW AmciaM PrtMUka **mt.

The New England Revolution's Alexl Lalas reacts after losing to the San Jose Clash 2-1 In a Major
League Soccer game In Foxboro, Mass. Saturday.

LITRE
Continued from page 23.

crossed the finish line first,
Lukas did not skip a beat. He
walked to the winner's circle,
graciously thanked the owner
who won that day. The strange
thing? His stock soared among
all his other owners who didn't.
How do we know? This year, he
convinced three more owners to
make the trip - with their
wallets.
And so, on Saturday, Lukas
lauded owner W.T. Young. "This
Is absolutely the happiest I've
ever been.
"I'm asked the all the time,
'What's been your greatest thrill
In racing?' But to stand here next
to this man," he said, "this has to
belt."
The remarkable thing about
Lukas is that he probably meant
it. He probably means it every

time another owner grants him
another chance to win another
race.
He may not cast spells over the
game and its fans the way Jones

and Stephens and Whittingham
did, but he doesn't have to.
Overwhleming it apparently
works just as well.

HEY STUDENTS!

SHIPPING HOME IS AS EASY AS

Free Pick-up Schedule on
May 9th & May 10th
9:00 - 10:30
11:00-12:30
1:00 • 2:30
3:00 - 5:00
■ ■uarannc

u*

&*

Offenhauer Tower*
Founder* Quadrangle
Rodger* Quadrangle
Harshman, Lot K
Be. nj ■*• to ak

,\,

lOMNoAiUatiaMM
»MI» fcPMafc—1 "tV
BtMlnoONan.ONoOtte tfatfaCvd/VMaaa^ud '4lU-

(,<)().) IA CKon
Finals and Thank yon
to all of our 19951996 Tenants!
\\ iniliio|i Terrace \\
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Smith finally
earns degree
Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press
GAINESVILLE, Fla. - The last
time Emmitt Smith drew this
kind of crowd at the University
of Florida was at news conference six years ago to announce
he was leaving school early to enter the NFL draft.
Saturday was an even happier
occasion: He finally graduated.
"I'm just as thrilled about this
accomplishment as I am. about
any other accomplishment I have
achieved over the past six
years," he said.
In what has been a troubling
offseason for the Dallas Cowboys, one of their biggest stars
shone brightly by making good
on a promise to his mother that
he would complete his degree in
public recreation.
Patrick Bird, the dean of the
College of Health and Human
Performances, rattled off scores
of names during the two-hour
commencement, then paused
when Smith climbed the stairs to

the stage with a Super Bowl
smile.
"Emmitt J. Smith," Byrd announced, and the Class of '96 rose
at once with applause that wasn't
as raucous as a full house in
Texas Stadium, but meant just as
much to Smith.
"It made me nervous," he said.
"It's one thing to be accepted for
your athletic ability. It's another
thing to be standing in an academic arena, to walk across the
stage and to be recognized for
your academic accomplishment.
It was special to hear that cheer."
Smith held 58 school records
when he left Florida at the end of
his junior season and was drafted
In the first round by the Cowboys, who were coming off a 1-15
season.
He was the NFL rookie of the
year in 1990, led the league in
rushing the next three years and
Is the only running back to rush
for more than 1,400 yards for
four straight years.
Tk«Ai»ci.i,dPr.M/jcrf(u«.
Smith also has three Super Emmitt Smith Is congratulated by Florida president John Lombardl during one of two ceremonies on
Bowl rings
the Gainesville campus Saturday.

•
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UAO GRADUATE ADVISORS

CAMPUS EVENTS
■a • Radio DJ: WBGU Mi be dwmg a OJ
>v«g dees «W summer. « interested cal
354-10*5 or 3S3-S077 by Hay MA, Current
DJ renander: all eumrner and fan show
reouestsduo May I OH.
UAO EXECUTIVES 1 01 RECTORS

UAO would aba to congratulate Bath Want
and Erik Dickeon on tha»r upcoming Graduaion. You hava both baan wondartul advisors
and we at. al going ID mist you each vary
much. W. know tn.t whoravar you go from
her., you van succaad and maka such a potiBva impacl Thanks for al thai you hava grvan
UAO and all ol us
UAO GRADUATE ADVISORS

Onar.luUUon.lolh. 96 97
UAO Eiacutrna and Director.:

UAO GRADUATES
ATTENTION STUOE NTS"
» you hava boated a summar job
that is related to your MAJOR.
stop by tie Co-op Office B regular tor
a free Iranacnpi notanon.
VALOATE YOOB EXPERCNCE!
310 Student Service.
2 2451 detail.
Call th. Spcrta/Entertalnment Lin. Today
Sports fun. scores, point spreads, and much
more. Call t 900 656 6000 ait. SSS7.
t2 99rmin Musi be IS yri or older. ProCal
Co 602 954-7420

SERVICES OFFERED
JMENot-Preoldent
■Maaa Poponack-VP Admlnl.lr.llv.
BJ Myere - VP Internal
Han S.yr. - Campu. Fame
Jen Jueluo-Campue Sale.
Tracy Shelter - Cultural Aw.ran.ai
Sally AIM. - Ccrtempor.ry Inun
Jan Smith - Entartainmant
AnftaZubar-Oamaa
Matty Bamam-Homacomtng
Haalhar Party. ■ Uinl Couraaa
Shawn Rlgo - Outdoor Racraallon
Kaay High - Public Halation.
■lagan Ayara ■ Publlcllon.
Jodl Pratt - Publicity
Elliabath Prlca - Spaclal E v.ma
Ellen Lang. - Travel
Nick Kadat - USO R.praaanlatlva

Houaa cleaning services offered lor
i Aflordabla. Call Kim al 3510500
Pragnant?
Fraa Pragnancy lasts. Corrfdeneal and
caring. 35a 4673 BG Pragnancy Camar
Word Prrxoeetfig - Tarm Papers. Thaais.
Dissertations, Resumes on Laser Pnnler
Call 352 6705(910 91.

PERSONALS
Attention all students!
Grants. SchcJarshos Available
Qualify knmad. 1-800- 257-3(34

Carnpua Poayayaa
352 9638
Great Study Break
4 p m 8 p.m Snack Specula
IcaCokJDnnks

Don't know what lo get ta Graduate or
•tat special employee
Gift Certificate.
Arai Hit It at He
UnlvereHy Booluilor. 372 2851.
JUMP AND SPIN INTO THE FIGURE SKATING CLASS. NEED ONE MORE CREOtT
HOUR FOR FALL? FIGURE SKATING
CLASS. SIGN UP FOR PEG lit OR2et.
NEED ONE MORE CREDIT HOUR FOR

nut

LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATE!!
SIGN UP FOR PEG 160 OR 2*0

Congratulation, ID the Mowing
UAO Graduates.
KeltoBiahop
Candy Bonnett
Vsnstsi Caaaaaa
Carrie Easterly
Cat Flanagan
LorlNo.ll
Carrie Pilgrim
Janet Rlener
Slave Snyder
Good luck in al your krturo endeavors I
You have been wonderful and tremendous
assets to UAO. Well rrasa you all

USFSA COMPETITIVE PRECISION
TEAM FORMING NOW.CALL
372-8521 FOR INFORMATION.

WANTED
t or 2 subfeasers warned tor studo apt
Can be available IMMEDIATEl V Call Bryan al
353 6168. wave message

Advertising. Business. Communication. A Marketmg majors. Co-op MBh mtematl oorp.
$10 25 starting pay NoEap. Necessary.Fuflor
part lane openings. Musi cat now. Positions
fi»ng last. 536 2177
Air condponng ixiil Call Choi al 354 2111
Desperate lor summar subleasers 3 bdrm. 3
yr. old houaa. toOO entire summer Cal
372-40ig
__^_
Female nonsmoking sublease* needed tor
96-97ecnoolyear Call37? 515,-ic. 37? 5347
Female Roommaie needed lor achool year
96-97. Gat own room. Call Heather at
372«370.
Looking lor a cool place lo live thle eunv
merTLarge 4 bdrm houaa w/ largo yard and
front porch aval, immediately tor 1 MVF, hon
est. friendly, and laid back roommate Cal
352-5305
Male or female subteaser from now unal May.
$22Srmo. Close to carnpua. Electric A phone
only. Vary race apt Cal 353-3212.
Needed female roommate lo share a 2 bdrm.
apl Cell 354 5066.
Roommaie needed lor gevg7 achool year.
»150rmo. Call Carol 372-4717

2 summer subfeaeers ML vernon Apis. Spacious. AC Sias/mo includes gas • water
354 6017

Seeking male/temale grad or pror.saonal ID
share two bdrm houaa. KSOrmo. Washer/dryer. Call 353-4043

3rd roommate needed. Female aubfeaser
9697 school year. »2tS/mo, ukkees t>
eluded. Furnished, dose ID carnpua. Cat
3721052

continued on p. 27
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Sublease! rwM Iran 5/10*6 to 7/31*8.
own bedroom and bathroom t190 * oas a
eleclnc. price FWQOUM Cal Jim or Macy al
364-4516.
SUBLEASE B(S) NEEDED IMMED1AT ElV n
tSO 10 Hi parson who takes over my laaaal
NOW-AUQ CalCama354-S2u.

at

*A* Laagua caliber Softball ptayar tor rhe sum
mar. Play and ponrjon Call Mkaai 353 aiei

HELP WANTED
Apl cleaners needed May 10 to May 30. Apply
Wlnthrop Tarraca Apia 400 Napolaon Rd
35?0I35
Babysitter tor 11 mo. old baby in my BO homa.
Mon. • Fn . noon • 5 p.m Cal 352-t>47.

Office Cleaning Eve 12-1$ hisAvk
transportation required. Call 352 5822.

Cashier. Pro Shop. Waitraaa, Waiter, restaurant, Musi be 21 lor restaurant Tanglewood
Golf Club 833-17?5
Child care tor summar, 3 children 9,7.3 t/2,
Mon. • Fn. Pi. lime 0-1 Own transportation
Must have references 372-0271 or 352 7005
Childcare tor 1 year old in my Perrysburg
homa Prefer, but don'l require, someone who
can continue in tha fall Non-smoker, Can
1-410-874^467 or 372 2899
COUNSELORS • INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mini PA Oood salarynlpel (901) 889-11M
Do you live In northeast Ohio?
Pan/Full time server poeioont available Cal
Madison Country Club al 218-428 2888 Ask
for Cale or Randy (Musi be 19).
Earn 15 50 IO 18 00 par hr. Quality Tuition
Painters needs a few more good man io M
painter positions In BG and Toledo. Cal
1 BOO 3565987
ENVIRONMENTAL
Growing Bo fast and NEED HELP" Looking for
several fun. energetic, and motivated individuals 10 work in exerting atmosphere Trairvng
provided Toledo 0f1<» 419-832-0387.
Home City lea Company IB now hmng tor these
positions' Rouse Drivers, Production Slackers,
Truck Loaders Competitive wages/flexible
schedules Locations throughout all of Oho
and Southeast Uctvoan. Call for details at
1 800-899-8070
HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed 845.000 income potential
Call I-800-513-4343EII B-0849
Housekeeper needed one or two days a
month. SlOrhr. Phone 353-2022. Leave name
and phone number on answering machine
Lileguards warned Portage Quarry Recrea-ion
Club Inc. Taking Applications br lifeguards tor
summer amp. Apply at T Square Graphics.
1218.Mnn8t.BO.

NEW FOOD COURT
-SundUINow Hiring For Al Positions
Staving Wages 84 35
Contact Ale. al 3 72 24 7 5 or
Stop by Harsnmen Dining Center

Own

Summar Business
Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, tow atari up coat
Management training
Earn up to 8800 per week
Vehicle required
Call Greenland Irrigation
1 800-361 4074

UNIVERSITY PAINTERS
W-iflihr - 300 positions avail.
Painter*, foreman, trainers
Columbua, Toledo, Canlon,
Dayton, Clnclnn at i. Clevelend
Training provided, work wl other BG
students For Info In your hometown call

Birkenstocks - 7 or 71/2 $40, nearly new, Cal
3539010
La-Z-boy and Poparon. All prices negotiable
Cruncsla pel lor good home only. Call Susan
354-8102
PANTERA
•Humongous Heaviness'
Ferocious. ahaoDcand bud
music tor Inal exams.
1st release m 2 years
On sale, tonight, midnight
Free Pantera guitar picks
M*t1hani-Muse 353-3555
Tandy computer. IBM compatible w/onnler
352-58/9 Bestotler over 8300
WHY PAY RENT? LIVE FOR FREE NEXT
YEAR DUPLEX FOR SALE 174.000. LIVE IN
HALF. RENT OUT THE OTHER INCLUDES
AC/. W/D. LARGE STO. GARAGE CALL
352-1572.

FOR RENT

•' Rooms lor Rent"
729 4th Si ■ Females
309 1/2 E Marry-Males
Furnished Call 3530325
" i oi2odrm apis 318E.Marry"
9. 10 12. 15 mo leases 96 97 sch yr
Call 353-0325
1 ft 2 Ddrm apt. avail 9 ft 12mo
leases including heal, hot waler. cooking ft
sewer. Located Cbugh ft Mercer 352 0164
1998-97 school year 2 bdrm. hjnv or unfum.
apa. 8500 per mo. md free heal, water.
sewer.gaaftHBO 705 7th St 3540914
2 bdrm turn . 8600 tor eumrrver 704 5*1 St.
1 bdrm. turn., orads 1330.801 3rd Si
2 bdrm. unfum.. 12 month lease 8450 475
2 bdrm. turn.. 9orl2mo. team 3S2-3445
2 bdrm.. fum/untum. apts 8500 for entire
summer, md. free waler. sewer, gas, and
HBO 724 6th St. 705 7th St Cal 354-0014
2 or 3 bdrm. house or 1 bdrm apt. All appaances Possible short term lease and pets. Begvi
in May 353 2382
Clean. Defuse 2 bdrm. turn dishwashers, res*
dent mgr. ArC heat, water ft sewer prov.
Need May renters - Call Greg 354 0401 after
8pm.
Efficiency Ape for rant 329 E Wooater. 9 mo.
lease 8300/mo 12 mo. lease 8275/mo. • uU.
Call 352-4166 or 352 7992
Fox Run Comer Apt. vacant May "98 - assy "97.
Futy furnished apt. w/washer ft dryer Inside
apt. microwave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, built-in bookshelves. 2 huge bedrooms. 1
1/2 bath. Tons of storage apace. Please can
354-1436. ask tor Karyn or Stacey.

X♦
X
♦

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer 1996
and school year 1996-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
♦ gas heat and water included, air conditioning.

♦

Call 352 7454
Need Subleaser tor Summar: Great furnished
ettraency. 8450 tor summar (negotiable) On
Main St Cal 3535069
SENhOR/ORAD STUDENTS
2 bdrm . AX. gas heal, new paint, ft
carpet, quiet area, laundry. 8495/mo
Ample Partung Jay-Mar Apts.
ORAD STUDENTS.PROf ESSIONAL
1 Ddrm . new. high affic. gas heal and cool
ceramic Die. pkiah apts . laundry 8490/mo
Parking. The Homestead
GR AD STU0E NTS/PROFESSIONALS
1 bdrm quiet area. A/C, spacious.
laundry, ample parking. 8395mio
Tha Highlands

354-6038from 10am -5pm
Tunirner^ucTeesV Neeoed
Air conditioned two bedroom
Rent negotiable
CallJennrler3S2-1190

Consumer Advocate

Topic:

Call 3530325
Very dose b campus. A/C. Furnished

Houses. 1 ft 2 bedroom Furnished apis
1 year, 9 month, and aummer leases

Featured Speaker Ralph Nader

• Summer Apartments Available '
Window washer needed. Pi ft lull time. Own
transportation required Call 352-5822.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 Thvd St renting tor the
coming Smr. sch yr 1908-97 ft
12 rno Excellent Ibr ft 2 br units
Conyement locaeon. reasonable rales
Aloises included
Slop by office »10
PtsONE 352-4988

Northwest Ohio Placement Association Conference

.

1-800-179-26 58

This Friday, May 10th
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
(Across Irom Wal-Mart)

Crossroads Banquet Center
1129 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio

Maximizing Abilities -

A

ahetfcAh.

$5.00 admission at tha door. Saatlng Is limited. For more information
or if you need special accommodations, please call (419) 352-5059

X 641 Third St Apt 4, B.C. Resident Manager 352-4380.

Are you a mover and a
shaker? Then, make
your make when
you join a national
leader in the paint and
home improvement
industry, Sherwin-Williams' stores in
Toledo now have an opening for

Part-Time
Inside Sales

1419)825-9892

C STORES. AND SNACK BARS.

negotiable 353-2181

Sifter needed 5-10 hra-Aveek. FlexMe.
Weekends and evenings. BG area Please cal
Kay MF. 10-4.823-3438.
■■

Lha) new Sawifciaaj 7
Love the islands?
Apply with Goodsme Island Cruises
In Sanduaky. Jackson Si. Pier
NEED MONEY?
SUMMER JOBS IN FOOD
OPERATIONS FOR BGSU STUDENTS
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND ALL
FOOD OPERATIONS DINING UNITS.

1986 Ford Bronco II Call Lisa at 352 5223
loaded 85700
1989 Beretta GT 78,000 I

OPEN SCMEDUUN0 FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
STARTING MAY 20, 19*8 FOOD OPERATIONS
IS HIRING CALL J72-2S63 OR STOP BY
COMMONS
DINING CENTER STARTINa MAY 20.1998
BGSU STUDENTS ONLY

Business is great!
Tha Findlay Inn haa opaninga In tha toHoamna
areas aDus chef, servers A (aoques fine dining
room, weekend bartenders in ma Pheaaant
Lounge Apply rn parson at Findlay Inn ft Conference Ceniar. 200 E. Main Cross. Fndlay.
Oh
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED: Trmdown
Fitness, coed camp located in tha Catakil
Mountains ol NY An Sports, Water skiing.
Canoeing, Ropes. Lileguards. Crafts. Dance.
Aerobics, Nutrition, Kitchen, Offioe 120 posi
Dona. Can Camp SnanalDOO) 292 2207

FOR SALE

NEW SNACK BAR
-Shidowe
Now Hiring For Al Positions
Staring Wages: 84 35
Contact Ales al372 2475 or
slop by Harahman Drang Carrier

SUBLEASE RS
lor SUMMER DO
ACROSS ma STREET FROM
CAMPUS Can 354 4086
Summar Subleaser
6285Vmo pal allowed
Call Melody
3536604

Village ol Bradner is accepting applications for
pool manager and hie guards tor Village pool
Applications may be obtained from Village
Clerk TO Bo < 599 130 N Main Bradner, OH
43406. phone 288 2890

NEW RESTAURANT ft
COFFEE HOUSE
-Silver River Cal.Now lining
Starting Wages: 84.55-8S.10
Contact Ales al 372-2475 or
Stop by Harahman Dining Censer

continued from p. 26

30 - 40 hours week
You'll service retail and wholesale customers. To qualify
you must be motivated, reliable and well-acquainted with
home decorating and paint products. Variable hours,
including some weekends, will be required. Related work
history is preferred. Call Jeff Lancaster 419-893-5411.
An Equal
opportunity
Employer
IWF/CvV

Deflvw/'ty ffo &£$&£ Pizza/

Papa John's would like
to thank all of you for a
great year!

353-PAPA
826 S. Main (Next to Big Lots)

I-
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Conveniently Located on Campus

NEW AND USED
TEXTBOOKS

^n f\ r\r\
•
•
•

SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
BEST SELLERS

•

• PAPERBACKS
• STUDY AIDS
• BGSU AUTHORS

EDUCATIONALLY PRICED COMPUTER SOFTWARE

• BGSU

SPORTSWEAR AND SOUVENIRS

Recycle Your Used Books at the

University Bookstore
Bring all your used books to:
the University Bookstore
May 6-9.....
May 10

8am - 6pm
8am - 5pm

the University Union
May 6-9
May 10

9am - 4pm
9am - 3pm

WE BUY MOST TITLES HAVING NATIONAL RESALE VALUE - HARDCOVER OR
PAPERBACK

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!
Open Commencement, May 11th, 8:00am to 4:00pm

HOURS

MoslerCord

Monday - Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

372-2851

8:00 - 6:00
8:00 ■ 5:00
9:00 - 5:00

